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SAMIAN AMPIIORAS

"During n^r eohool years with my brother Michael in Samos, between 1902-1904,

Xnever tired of visiting various places in the island in search of stamped handles

of ancient amphoras, so as to find out from them what amphoras were brought into

Samos by way of trade. And I did indeed discover at first a few handles of Rhodian

amphoras, and two or three of Knidian ones • • • But what was ny surprise whan beyond

all expectation Xfound also stamped handles entirely different from the well-known

Rhodian, Knidian and Thasian, both as to their fabric and as to their stamps. And

how great on the other hand was my joy when, as my collection of these handles

increased, Xbecame convinced by studying them that Xhad before me the stamped

handles of ancient Samian amphoras, hitherto unknown to the archaeological world,

"Xn communicating hero for the first time the discovery of these stamped

handles of Samian amphoras, and in publishing at the same time the stamps of si*

of them, Xthink Xshould put down a few notes as to the style of Samian amphpras

and as to the workmanship of the handles, and a few general remarks about the

stamps, reserving a more extensive treatment for when Xpublish the rest of the

s tamps ,

"No intact Samian amphora is known so far, and 1 can therefore not conjecture

safely as to what their style was, Xthink however that it is entirely probable
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that in stamp no.l [our M} see Pi. , 10, for an enlargement] the stylo of the

Samian amphora is depicted, because the Samian potter could not do otherwise than

to represent in his own stamp the style of amphora familiar in his own country,

since furthermore it was he who made the amphora.

"All 63 of the handles in question are of the same technique: they are quite

flat and thin, and they curve almost at once from their place of attachment near

the lip of the amphoraj . . . ; they are generally speaking quite delicate, and

made with care and a love of beauty.

"Their clay is very fine and firm, with quantities of gold-colored particles;

its color is not the same in all, but in some it is quite grey, in other deep red,

indeed almost black, and in most it is reddish,

"The stamps, found on the curved part of the handle, are of various shapes;

oval or circular, square or rectangular.

"Of the whole lot, only five or six have letters on them, like no,4 Lour 48].

The rest boar different types - various vases, birds, insects, heads of animals,

heads and busts of men, gods, goddesses, and some the prow of a ship with the

letters 2A or ^Samfcan* - supply 'ship' or 'trireme.' So they are marked apparent

ly with types from the history and nythology of Samos, such as one meets on the
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V , ' particular attention and study that the types of certain of

the stamps correspond exactly with those of coins, and that others seem to come

from ringstones.

"Ths teolmlquo of all thssa atampa la yary finaj particularly. In soais of

tham It la oonparable with that of Samlan ooina of tha boat period, ofc that of the

finest ringstones,

"Such being the quality of Saaian amphora stamps, they will probably occupy

an exceptional place in the study of eunphora stamps."

Here the author presents a selection of six of his stamps, our numbers 36 5

18,4, 60. Tiioy are illustrated (p.5) by re^oduotions of rubbings. He

ooncludes:

"So ™oh, cn tha oocaaion of comnaniaating tha diaoovary of th. atanpad
'V' •

*V ' handles of Samian amphorae.
i>

f ,

-I ooont .^aalf happy that it haa boon givan to to add a pag. not rtthout

yalu. to tha rich and illu.triou. arohaaology of Samoa, ao daar to ma, and thu.

to pay gratafhlly . p„pn., ^ ^

Pythagoreion.

"In Syme, April 1910.

Wikitas D. Haviaras"
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Above are eelections translated from a short article by a young man published
1

in Samos in 1911. The author was entirely right in his estimate of the unique

nature of his discovery. For all that, more than a ^If-century has passed since

his article was published without its ever having had any archaeological notice,

so far as I know. The circulation of the journal in which it appeared must have

been mostly among the Greeks of western Turkey and of the Turkish islands (which

than included Samos and Syme), and on these people events began to move very

soon after 1911,

Th. IfeTiaras boys wore Imowlodgoablo on tho subjoot of nmphore stamps, since

their father, Demoethones Harlaras, oolleoted stamped handles; he oame to hare,

in hi. home In Syme, by the time of his death In 1922, probably the largest private

oolleotlon of auoh things then assembled, over 4000, a good part of which he had

picked up on empedltlons with hi. son. to nearby Islands and to the Anatolian

coast opposite Syme, In those day. of lurclca. When Uter Michael Havlaras

was a young sohoclmaster In Alexandria, he gave special tutoring In the Greek

language to a Greek boy whose younger childhood had been spent In Amsrloa, and

pupil «.d teacher supplemented mere formal lesson, by collecting Greek stamped

handles from the surface of tho ancient sites along the shore from Alexandria.

Thus was started th, Inca. Benakl oolleotlon, which eventually numbered some
2

66,000.
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From Lucas Benaki in tha early 1950*8 I learned of the probable existence in

Syme of the collection of Demosthenes Haviaras, and in September 1956 Maria

Sawatianou
aOflCiMilUmxqiu (now llrs. Petropoulakou) visited the island for me and found the

collection, making the acquaintance of children and grandchildren of the collector.

On this occasion Mr, Nikitas Haviaras gave her the offprint of his article from

3

which X have quoted above. Then, and again during our reconnaissance - brief but

force - in Syme in early July of 1957, we had glimpses of tha smaller but

4
unique collection of Nikitas Haviaras. It was understood he would himself make

the full publication to which he Imd looked forward in his preliminary report;

and I hoped to make photographs for him to use in this publication. I had later

some correspondence with him, but chiefly concerning his father's collection.

During the spring and early simmer of 1959, Mr, Benaki*8 periodical reports

to us on new acquisitions in his collection in Alexandria (which came to him a

thousand at a time in mixed baskets of stamped handles largely salvaged from "»ooal

building operations) included mention of two stamps with the forepart of a bull

(our and 2) like that illustrated by Haviaras in his 1911 publication (our 4).

and also of two examples of a facing Hera (our ^5 and 26) which also has turned

out to have been matched in the Haviaras collection (our 27). it seemed very

desirable to encourage and help Mr. Haviaras ^ to publish his exciting collection.

But other pressures prevented. In October of 1962 Nikitas Haviaras died, without
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having achieved his wish,

!.o» an ao aaioa arosa that saa^ad daaigaad to raaouo fro. oblivion the boy.,

diaobva.y in Samoa, noarly 70 years ago, of an unbnoen olaas of amphora atampa,

one of interest to aany more than a narrow apeotalist. So in Ootober 1968 1
asked Mrs •

ESBBSsae^aSMwPetropoulakou to go baok to Syme and make the neoesaary rooorda

of a oolleotion previously known to us only in a few samples. Barm thanks are

given to the family of «.r friend Bikitas Haviaras for making pdssible this

publioation. In the present artiole I add suggestions as to the shape of the

Samian amphora at various periods, and remarks on its probable oontents. Por

the stamps. I have supplemented the Haviaras gr^rp with some related items of

Which about athird «re also found in Samos.' Having no expertise in any of
these types. I have gladly taken advice fr„ those better informed, in order to

7
make as clear a presentation afi t t a-i.avion as I oould. In the event. 1 have been unable to

confine this artiole to the limits of what might have been sy share of Hesperi.

kXXTIII, 2. I hope that the soholar honored there will aocept the present piece

a. a supplementary installment of did^, celebration of the many and varied

enjoyments of Greece and things Greek to which he introduced hi. students.

TO turn then to damian stamps, under our J^7 (of. PI. ' ) arw assembled
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types specifically reMnisoent of Sanian cola types/ ip this sootioa are s,ost
of the stamp parallels from outside the Havlaras oollection. 1, 2, 17, 25,kand 26

are duplicates of Hariaras stamps, fcand the cue (17) mKemphis, Sgypt, aad the

rest in the iieaaai. peaahl eollectioa, probably £r<» the ^tshlrts of Aleraadrla.

These flue handles indicate avery .«11 moremsnt to the outside world of the

particular kind of amphoras represented In our group. The rest of the non-Hayiara,

items with Samlan coln-deyices {sarej, „f which the reading is not clear) .re

related to our basic group but distinct from it; they show the Samlan lion-mask

but with the addition of aproper name not present in the Haviaras types, and

perhaps (see below) they belong to aslightly later date. Se,^ through U, items
found in Paukratis, Kos, Pell, and probably ilewandrla, a. „11 .s at the Heraion

in fames, of these, the f™^gus Ugires mfor^tion on the ampho™ a.

a whole, which had in this - s.this case the stamp on both Imndles, and had a broad

mushroom rim, the edge of which is visible in PI.

For inwestigating Samian coin dcricas, w, arc fcrtunat. in baring the recent

rolnm. by d. P. Barren, wbich has served a. basis for any cogent hare.' -The two

as Barren remark, at tb, beginning of bis introduotion, following the statement

With adiscussion of the origin and religious signlfioano. of thes, dcvioas. th.
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ax or bull device is represented in knovm stamps by a single type, our examples 1

- j4. It BhoYfs the whole forepart including forelegs, as in the coins from the

mid 5th century onward. The cloven hooves are shown, as also in the coins, be

ginning in the 5th century (Barron^s Class VII). Most troublesome to place is a

kind of hump on the shoulder which may be exaggerated muscle. For this feature,

closest in Barron^s plates is pi,XXV, octobol no, 6, dated 270-259 B.C.; but

the ugly elongation of the body behind the shoulder, which begins in coins in the

ord century (Barren, p,129), is not matched in the device of the stamps. Finally,

the pi-shaped frame that surrounds the stamp device gives something of the effect

of the incuse square the edges of which frame the bovibe farepart in coins; the

incuse square dies out in the 4th century B.C., and does not reappear.

The lion's mask accompanied by the name of a person (as in our 9-16) seams

to be matched in coins only on certain bronzes. Barren, pi,XXXI, nos, 2-5, dated

ca. 310-300 B.C. according to parallels to silver coins cited in Barren's text

I

p,134. Compare also the device in our U (Pl, ) with that in Barren's pi.

XXIV, drachma no,3, also dated 310-300 B.C. As remarked above, it is the types

without any names th^t are represented in the Haviaraa collection itself.

These are too badly preserved and too badly impressed fx close ooraparlBon; but

the lion's mask may perhaps be compared with that in the coins of snwiller denom-
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inations in Barron^s pl,XXII, of, the diobols 1-7 (obverses) of which no,7 is dated

by Barron (p,114) with the tetradraohms of Demon, i.e, apparently ca, 370-365 B,C»|

of, Barron, p.Ill,

The ship's prow of the coins, the prow of the samaina, is discussed by Barron

on p.6. On the handles we have at least four distinct stamp types having the prow,

known in from one to three examples each, all types being represented in the Haviaras

collection, and a single example (17) having been found elsewhere,The ethnic

2A( appears above the prow in 17-21, while the type of 17-19 has in addition the

inscription HPH2 below the prow. On coins, the ethnic accompanies the prow rarely,

I find it abbreviated as hare in Barron»b pl,XXII. reverses of the diobols 1-7; and

perhaps this series, dated by Barron not long before 365 B.C. (see above on the

obverse of no,7, with lion mask) is a fair parallel to our prow types with ethnic,

compare also the bronze, Barron. pl.XXXI, no,7. which however has also a personal

name. Note that a change in direction of the prow (as of the head of Hera in

obverses) is considered by Barron (p,147) to call attention to a difference in

size of coins; our prows are to the left, save on 17-19. three handles which are

in fact consistently a little smaller than the eight impressed by the other three

prow types, and their smaller dimensions very likely indicate a somewhat less

capacious amphora.
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Finally, the facing head in ^-27 can be compared with heads in Samian coin

types. Although there is not a close parallel, the fact that the lady plainly

Plate
wears a necklace (see the second, differently lighted, photograph of 25 in Sni±» )

associates her with a series of profile heads on Samian coins which are identified

11

as Hera. Among the (less common) facing heads, compare that on the bronze. Barren,

pi. XXXI, no. 5, which the author (of. his p. 134) dates ca. 310-300j however, this

type shows headgear that is lacking in the stamp, and no necklace. The letters eta

rho which seem like a label with the head in the stamp, are rather to be taken as

17-19,
corresponding with the inscription below the prow in and a possible i^cription

below the Hon*s mask in 8. See further below on these latter, ahd cf. the monogram

ofjjt S'lid similar monograms discussed in note 77.

/

In contrast to the EE types illustrated in Plate , our ^-77 wrgeiiw (Plates

^ --

and ) would not have identified for us as Samian the amphorae on which they

were impressed. But since all the fragments 28-^7 were found in Samoa (42 and 53 in

the Genmn excavations, the rest by Nikitas Haviaras), and since no duplicate of anv

of their stamps has been found outside the island, it seems a reasonable presumption

that these pieces, as well as those bearing Samian coin devices, come from amphoras

inade in Samos. Even near-dupllofttes of 8^-17 seem to be notably lacking from other

Bites. Overlooking stamps with single letters like those in since such types

too simple for parallels to have significanee unless they are from the same die.
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I find only ona atamp parallel from outaide Samoa that might auggest a foreign source

for any amphora marked by any of our aeriea in Platea and , and that ia

the one impressed on the Phanagorian stamped measures cited in the catalogue in

if
connection with 41 (and perhaps 42). It is i^ther my present suggestion that 41

is a foreign type, it has only the same kind of signifioanoe as the type of 74 (with

' Knidian coin device), i.e. each may be the personal, or possibly official, signet of

a foreigner in Samos, Of. below, text with note 37, as well as the catalogue text on 41,

from the series under discussion, the latter part, 54-77, has been set apart

because the stamps all seem to be impressions from ringstones or engraved metal

12 ^
rings. The miscellaneous iremainder are taken up first, 28-53, of, Plate •

The cult statve of ^8-29 has a general resemblance to representations on

13
Roman coins of the most famous of the Asiatic goddesses, Artemis of Ephesos.

Charaoteristio are the extended forearms and hands, from whioh hang knotted (?)

and tasseled fillets, and the elbows close to the bodyj also the polos, and the

sheath-like covering of the lower body, whioh narrows downward, ending at the

ankles* The goddess in the stamps however laoks the best-khown anatomical feature

of the Ephesian; further, the skirt of her draws does not show the indication of

omafflental panels seen in the nundematio and other representations of this Artemis,

On the other hand, the Samian Hera is identified, aa Sanian ooins of the RoMta

period, in a similarly posed figure, who weare polos and veil like our goddess.
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14
and from vthose hands hang similar fillets. The full-skirted drapery of this

figure make it look different from the goddess irt.58r:,29. However, since the

cult statue consisted of a primitive xcanon dressed in actual clothing, the style

15

of the clothing may well have changed over the centuries, Pre-Koiaan coins do

not depict the cult goddess of either Bphesos or Samos, We would like to know

what the figure of the Ephesian was like, of which Xenophon had a copy made for

16

the sanctuary he founded near Olympia. Presence in the Haviaras collection

suggests that^S and J9 give us a notion of the goddess of Samoa, perhaps as she

looked in Xenophon♦s time.

The same context encourages one to identify the turreted head in 30 as the walled

city of Samoa, although a city goddess does not appear in Samian coins, as it does

17

in the coinages of numerous other eastern cities,

A few notes follow on the rest of the stamps in Plate , Barley ears and bees

(31-35) both appear as symbols at various times in coins of Samos (as in those of

other states), although not in combination (suggesting barley cakes?); stars (of, 44)
18

also appear, Amphoras (of, 36) are found not only as symbols but also as (reverse)

types of Samian coins; on these see further below, in the discussion of Samian amphora

shapes. The vases (^8-43) might have been expected to give us an idea of an earlier

stag* of the Samian table ware familiar - at least by name - to the Romans as early
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as Plautus. The original product must have been competent and of good value to

have been so MtJiaijpe widely purchased as to give its laame, as apparently it did, to

crockery in general, something which happened in recent times with a product of

19

China. However, the variety seen in our stamps is not great; and, as noted

above, the kantharoi depicted in 40-^ may in fact bo foreign. It is hoped that

sofas reader will identify the devices in the fragmentary types 45-47. For the stamps

having letters without devices, ^-53# note that 51 may not belong with the rest of

I \

> 'V,

• » 'I " • ••• 4
.•y* **r\
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tha Haviaras handles* and that ^5, from tha axcavatioas of the Kastro of Tigani

(Pythagoraion) gives us a probable restoration of the incomplete stamp although

the two stamps are not identical. ^ gives also information on the shape of the

4
Samian amphora; for a profile view of this fragment, see PI. ,11, For an

additional stamp with a mcnogram, sea the ring impression 77.

As already noted, ^-77 (Pl. ) seem to be impressions of engraved metal

20
rings or of gems; for comments on these I am much indebted to John Boardman.

Note among deities and monsters Athena in fighting attitude (^-K) and figures

which may be identified as Pan (57), Herakles (58), Sroa (59), a bearded siren

apparentlyperhaps Priapus (,^). Genre scenes are^represented by 62-63, a
andifraped female figure with a waterbird (7)}^6§, perhaps an athlete using the strigil

juythological oron bis thigh; in ^ and 6^, someRitual event seems to bo depicted. Among the

rest, Mr. Boardman has identified a janiform head in ^ and a nturex shell In 73;

and ha has suggested that the typo of ^ and 7Z my be a female head (badly impressed

and/or from a worn die), rather than the grape-cluster it resembles at first sight.

On his recormondation, some of the impressions are shown at twice actual aiio (57

See the catalogue text on the enigmatic 57; in this. Pan (?) appears

to have goat feet (and head) but human knees, as he was sometimes made in the 5th

century B.C., for instance by the Pan Painter, It may bo remarked that although
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the aiiiphoras on which these impressions were made were surely Samian, the same is

of course not necessarily true of wvery one of the rings or stones that impressed

them. Despite the fame of earlier Samian gem-engravers, some of these engravings

origin; or, in one case, even human, according
may not have been Greek at all inxxxiii^xiamilkinraMisixkxxayxxixxp^aKktsxTZ^wiixSffx

to an ingenious suggestion recorded below in the catalogue text on 76,
xSxSikSSixx^***^* ^

The devices in 54-K and in corrsapond with (reverse) types in certain

non-Samian coins: the lion head and forepaw (M) was a long-lived type of Knidos,

while the Fighting Athena (^-^) appears in the late 4th and early 3rd century

B.C. on ooins of various govoiTEnanta of Macedonian origin, so that the goddess

has eometiines been identified with a statue of Athena Alkis or Alkidemos at

21

Pella.

In addition to the handles of which the stamps are shown in Pla, - the

oolleotion of Nikitas Kaviaras included four others of similar fabric on which

22
only vestiges of stamps could be made out. Finally there were two Ehodian

23
handles, and one of unknov/n origin.

It is my guess that the last three handles mentioned (possibly plus our 51)

«ara the results of general wanderings (of. Haviaras^ text quoted at the beginning

of this article) and that the rest of the collection me found all together,

Whil® Haviaras still hoped to publish his oolleotion himself, he was naturally
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reluctant to dieouBs it in detail or to state precisely where it had boen found*

although he did tell us, during our 7isit in 1957, that it came from in or near

Tigani, novj called Pythagoreion, of which the houses lie on part of tho site of

24
the ancient capital city of the island. But before le died ha talked a little

further about the findingplaoe vjitn a friend in Syme; and these words aftanmrd

reported to us suggest tlmt the collection as a whole was from one place; so the

text of 1910 quoted above, "as my collection of these handles incraacad" would refer

to repeated visits by the boy to the same place. In fact, deposit on the handles

suggested to Mrs. Petropoulakou (when she took the records in October 1368) that most

of them had been exposed together; for a similar reason, coins are somatimes

identified as from the same hoard. Finally, there is confirmation in the internal

nature of the group, as reviewed in the foregoing pages, here is a set of handles,

found in Samos, of sufficiently homogeneous fabric (see further below), impressed

by a series of stamps aliaost unknown elsewhere and including a number of Samian

coin devices. As already remrked, it seems imposGlble to suppose they are any

thing but Samian. And yet tljs particular types have not been founa, eo far as i

, of SamoB, whetherknow, in the archaeological investigations the Tigani-f^-tliagoreion area or at

the Heraion, from which sites, at least through the finds of 1957, 77 p«r oent of
25

the stamped handles were in fact Khodian. It seems a fair guess that we have
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here a local product for a particular occasion or seriss of occasions. In that

case the stamps of the collection would he a group close to one another in date,

although of course, particularly in the case of the ring-impress ions, same might

of style
be from heirlooms, and so^earliar^tlian the others. Especially indeed as a terminus

at least for these seals of PI, , a data for the group would be welcoTne, since

26
fixed points in this part of the chronology of engraved signets seem to be few,

iVhat date for the group ia suggested by the indications that wo have? Con

sider the types associated with Samian coins, and how they fit into the chronology

of the coins. It should first be noted that no coins ai*e believed to have been

struck at Samos after S65, when the greajfor part of the population was? expelled

by the Athenians and replaced by Athenian cleruchs, and before 322 when the

27

Samiaas ivere reinstated by Ferdikkas as ordered by Alexander, In ffeot. Barren

assigns no issues to the second half of the 4th century until ca, 310 B.C. On

our stamps with coin devices, sea above, coiiunant itn on^-27. There are fAirly

apacifio parallels between coins and stamps tliat have personal names combinBd with

the lion masks j the stamps however are our £ (?) and 9-16, nob from the Haviaras

oolleotion; the coins (bronze) are dated oa. 310-300 B.C., and similarly dated i«

a ariaatl* eliver drachma which has no personal name but in which the device is

remarkably close to that in our j^-ie.xWMurkalBiy In contrast, the Samian coin
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devices in stamps of the Haviaras collection itself are closest, though not very

close, to devices in some of the later pre-36o B.C. silver issues. It thus
seems

fprobable that these stamps date before the resui^ion of coinage after oZa B.C. The

only feature which might seem to connect this group with post-exilic coins was the

on

hump the bull, J-4 (see above); and since tiie type as a whole does not resemble

that of the 3rd century coin in which the shoulder muscle is similarly prominent,

possibly in 1-4 the hump has been added to the normal bamiau bovine animal in
f

sort of topical allusion of the day.

some

28

Among the devices shown in Pis. and , the stanuaed kantharos in 40-42

haa aom. dating ralua by ijia aimilarity «ith a davlo. in Thaaian atamps of the 4th

oantury B.C. Oompara the vase in Bon no. d97, ona of tha t.o-nama ataaipa ,hloh ara

29databla bafora aa. 340 B.C.; also that In Bon no. 703. probably of tha third

30ciuartar of tha 4th oantury. llonograina (of. M) are unoom»on in 8ta«p8 bafora tha

lata 4th oantury B.C., but ara apparently attaotod as early as the third quarter of
31

the oontury. The Fighting Athena is particularly common on coins of the late 4th

and early 3rd century (see note 2l and text above); but she does appear, standing

(as in our 54-b6) rather bhan striding, us a symbol in coins of Alexander,And

the "swallow-tailed wrap" over her shoulders^, wliile elegantly noticeable in the coin

of Ftolainy Soter of 315 B.C., adorns fanathanaio amphoras as early as 363/2 B.C.^^
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The Eros with amphora (^) bo longs to a class of gem-compositions which might

(see note 26)}
have been dated in the early Roman period, as Mr, Boardman tells mei but the

\

surely Chian amphora fits even better in the latter 4th century B.C. A siren

dn a gem or ring impression with good 4th centuiry context can be proposed as a

parallel for our 60-61; there is no Tory close resemblance, but the creatures

seem not to be common. The pose and style of the figure in 62-^ can be -pnxnitaita^

34

paralleled in 4th century sculptural relief.

We may perhaps frame our group chronologically by noting that disooTery at

1
Alexandria of four duplicates of HaTiaras types (^, 2, 25, and 26) suggests a

date after 331 B,C.} while the use of the Ionic genitive form "HpTi<; in 17-W

35
apparently indicates a date before about 310 B.C,

Occasion for the production of this unique small series of stamped Samian

amphoras might then be found in the festival or festivals inaugurated for the

restoration of the Samians to Samos in 322 B.C, (Cf, Barren, p.135, and Habioht's

work there cited, especially p,160,) A description of an annual ritual on the

shore near the Heraion, and a legend to account for it, come to us from a Samian

writer thought to date in the 3rd century B.C.: Menodotos, as quoted by Athenaios
cult

(PeipnoBophlsta XV. 672), Bach year theimage was brought down to the sea and

purifiad, and barley eakes, vjraicfTd, were laid beside it, in memory of a pro-

/ T J i-f'i
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pitiatory offering by some pirates who once agreed to steal it. According to

the legend, the image proved, magically, far too heavy to be rowed away, and so

the pirates put it ashore in fear, placed the cakes, and escaped unnoticed.

Meanwhile next moraing a search was instituted for the image missing from the

temple; and when it Y/as found by simple people, these eecdred it tightly with

(XiSyo?)the long willow-like branches of the agnus castus^^that grew there, so it should

not run away again. Pjbr this reason, says Menodotos, the festival is called

"Tonaia" or "Tight^pulling," Perhaps the story is illustrated by the typo in
completely represented by our ^ and for whi*h no parallel has been found,

and no other explanation. To the right, that may be Hera's image, and the rather

comically depicted cantral figure is perhaps engaged in tying it up, his back

arched in a pull, and something like the end of a cord hanging from his left

fist, while his raised right hand may be reaching for another long branch, in

thfc light of the story, what is spelled out by the bees and the bearded grains

sinoeof our 31-54 my be the ritual ifa%ara, jt±Rs these were mde of ground barley

xtdxed with honey and In 28 and ^9. then, wo may see the image ^Pp^Taq)
in the temple, tou 3a0p5l», replaced by Menodotos' priestess, oaok

The types of our W, and 17-^7, possibly also our 28-^, reinforced by the
•?

inscriptions in 17-19, 2^-27, and psrhaps 77» seem to show us who received those

who oaiw to celobiate, "And the goddess would provide for the banqueters barley

meal and loaves of broad, wine and sweetmeats, and a portion of the sacrificial
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victimB from the sacred herd," as Xenophon says with reference to the festival

he instituted neeir Olympiaj the food and drink offei^d were the produce of the

S6

land belonging to the temple. Perhaps both wine and oil for Samian festivals

w*a were supplied in our stamped amphoras, I am unable to account very satis

factorily for the great number of different endorsements represented by our

stsipps. It seems improbable tliat there wei^e so many different potters. Perhaps
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subaoriptionB ware rnade to supplement the produce of the temple lands, vihethor in

aid of a recently revived or expanded festival of Hera, or in support of a new

foundation. A subscriber when mal-ing his payment may havo improssed his crwn ring

en the still unfired amphoraj as will be seon presently, the jars v/ere not all

of the same size. For legislation that seems to have covered purchases thus idont-

37

ifiod, cf, a text of the last quarter of the 5th contury in Tlmsos. ye may then

for instance associate 54-56 with the Tiacedonian leadership that broufht about the

restoration of the Sami.ans }n 322 B.C.; note also that ITacedonians were among those

38
honored by the returned Samians as having helped them in their exile.

So much for the stamps in the Haviaras collection and the few related from

elsewhere published here, VTe need not labor the point that l!r, Haviaras ms right

in believing that he had found a notable and unique group of stamped handles,

LilcQ him, we would like to know what kind of jar it wes on which thsee stamps

appeared. Unfortunately not a single one of the Havieras handles, or of those with

fitamps duplicating these, has so much as a rim attachedj one on|y (17, from Memphis

I
see PI* ) bas nearly its whole height preserved. The height of this handle was

H
about 0.115, i.e. close to that of P 24869 shown in PI. ,3; but it would he.va

lookdd quite different, because the handles of the Haviaras group, which we have

dated in the last quarter of the 4th century, have in general very short tops, i.e.
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distinctly less projection of the top of the handle from its attachment to the

neck than is to be seen in earlier amphorae such as P 24869; cf. Haviaras'' oira

39

comment quoted above on the shape of his handles. Such real measurements as

preservation allows to be taken of most of the Haviaras pieces - width and thick

ness of the handles at the position of the stamp - show that the handles are rel

atively broad in section (rather than thick like for instance most Chian and

Rhodian), The figures indicate also by their variation (see Catalogue of Stamped

Handles following this text) that the fragmentcoifii'om jars of different sizes' of
A,

f:)r instance the measurements of^ and^^, two handles having the same stamp, of

which the former is a good deal smaller than the latter, i^iot that is very notice

able in photographs that show the whole handles. Such photographs are not illustra-

I

ted for and^; but compare ^1 withji and 25 with 27 in PI. , even though the

differences here are Iwss great. An intentional marking of a minor difference in

capacity between fractional containers has been suggested above for 17-13 as con-

trasted with Sane^-24 (all prow stamps) on an analogy with similar differences in

marking used to distinguish between fractional coins of different danominations.

Two larger fragments found in Samoa, bearing stamps related to those
(m

V 40
Havians handles, have projecting "mushroom" rims; see Pl, H (its stamp is

(
shown PI. * 53); and PI. ,10 (lion mask with name) where part of the overhang

of the broad rim can be seen above the stamp. The Haviaras handles may have come
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from amphorae that had similar overhanging rims, Tihioh would make an additional

reason why their short tops aro usually stamped aomswhat on the outside of tho

curve, fact observed in many eases by Urs. Petrtopoulakou in Syme. The position

of tho Haviaras stamps is like that of the stamp on a fragmentary amphora in

Rhodes shown here as PI, , 13 and 14; here again the stamp is from a ring or

gem, quite similar to those on numerous Haviaras handles.

_ Uhote that both of tho pieoes with mushroom rims shown in PI. have bros.dieh

saort-topped handles. In both the nock has a definite tentsSnus below, and a taper

dovravfiird which is in fact a good deal more noticeable when one turns tho fragment

around through 90 degrees, because in attaching the handles the potter pressed

together somewhat the tops of the necks as seen in our photographs.

It is clear that amphoras with mushroori rim, broad short-topped handles, and

necks tapering to a well-defined shoulder articulation ivere made in Samoa latish in

the 4th century B.C. It seems likely enough that the Haviaras amphoras were of

this kind. We have then the puszle of tho jar represented in ^-37 of the Haviaras

Hstamps, a.oown enlarged in Pi. . 10. ,nth its neck widening downward, its widely

set and proportionally long handles, and with even such slight indication as there

is of the rim, the depicted amphora looks more like the lattor-5th century real

amphora of PI. , 5, here associated with Samian for independent reasons (which
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will now be givon), than it roeemblas wmt we suppose to be the Samian shape of

its own ijeriod. fhe answer my v;eil be simply that, as in oertaiu other cases, the

amphora represented in a stamp is of an earlier era than the amphora on which it is

41

stamped.

No Samian stamps identi^r for us a tth century amphora shape, but we are led

to search for one by the fact that an amphora appears in certain Samian coins of

V
that period, for example, PI. , 6-0. Nxcavatioas in the late 19th century in the

cemetery wast of Tigani, on the terraces of the akropolis of the anoient Samian

capital, turned up numerous amphoras which were not in graves but were themsolTes

probably used to contain the bodies of small infants. In an account of these ex

cavations by J. Boehlau there is no illustration of the amphoras except forl<||lth«

reproduced in our Figure 1, 1,
genei-alised outline dravdng^which, it is stated, represents the "usual shape" of

those found there; it is rounder-bodied and shorter-necked than the Jars depicted

42

on the coins. Further on in the article (pp.144 ff.) there is a discussion of

the amphoras, where it is stated that they "correspond exactly" with those of which

as the author states, so mny wei-a found in Daphnai and MttaiMMMm Naukratis,

References given to finds at these places cite drawings, by petrie, of actually

Figure 1, 3, from Daphnai^two shapes, rather different one from the other, of which one^reaambles the glob

ular jar in Boehlau's drawing but at a longer-necked stage, while the other has.
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with a 8hoii;8r neck, a body that narrows downward from a high broad shoulder orer

43
which the handles arch out, see our Figure 1, 2, from Nauktatis. Petrie^s draw

ings, while rather rough, identify for us fairly well the shapes represented in our

Plate ,3, for his round shape, and Plate , 1 and 2, for the drawn-in body.

Of these, 3 comes from a well-group of before 490 B.C. at the Agora, and 1 from a

44

tomb-group of the early 6th oentury B.C. in Cyprus. A number of approximations

V
to Plate , 3, are known, including a second jar from the same deposit at the Agora,

two from early 5th oentury tomb-groups in Cyprus, one from a late 6th oentury context

45

at Nymphaia on the Black Sea. One seen in Samos in 1958 is illustrated in Pjate

*-(
,4. Lest it be thought that Boehlau^s drawing was merely schematic and did not

correspond with any reality, a fragment from the Agora, P 14694, has a neck and handles

just as shortJ a round body to fill it out as in Boehlau'a sketch nay perhaps be res

tored by analc^y with an amphora seen in Pythagoredon in December, 1968, of which neck

and handles are only slightly longer. The Agora piece (Figure 2, 2) comes from a

context of the first third of the 6th oentury B.C., i.e. perhaps not much later than

7 46
that of Plate ,1, it seems quite possible that, as between jars with similarly

short necks, the drawn-in lower body as opposed to the rounder one is not an indica

tion of greater age but of adjustment of capacity. There is a series of fractional

7
jars of whieh Plate , 2, in Samoa, is a little bit smaller than any others I
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have seen. Most of these have rounder shoulders and a slightly fuller loror

H'
body than PI. , 2j these include two more ^ photographed in Pythagoreion

in December 1968, and two found in Athens, of which one from the North Slope of

the Akropolis has been published, while the other, from the Agora, has context

47of the late 7th or early 6th century B.C. Asixth, photographed in Kalymnos

Vin 1956, has more the angular outline of PI. , 2, but it is a size larger

48

(height 0.50).

The complete amphoras I have seen in Samos as in Kalymnos are (mostly if

not all) fishermen^s trove, as shown by the marine deposit that adheres to them

(see about the neck of the jar PI. ' , 2). In theory jars brought home by fish-

ing boats to Samos need no more be Samian than Thasian or Rhodian or Chian,

and amphorae of all these classes, all encrusted from the sea, have indeed been

seen in Samos. However, it is an observed fact that, on the sites of ancient

centers which produced commercial containers, an unusual proportion of the jars

brought in by local fishermen are of the local class. This was fodnd to be

noticeably true in Kos, and overwhelmingly true in Chios, where the fishermen's

quarter used to bristle with Chion amphoras before these jars acquired their

present regrettable market value. Perhaps some came from ancient dumping oper-

ations near the ports rather than from wrecks. Naturally also it iws the local
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shipping that most frequented the nearer waters, coming and going, and so most

risked the local storms. It is therefore some confirmation of their identifi

cation as Samian that sea-encrusted jars of a certain series have been relative

ly numerous in Samian houses.

PI. , 1.4, llluBtrat., then, some tentatively identified Samian amphora

ehape. of about SOO B.C. {1, 2), about SCO B.C. (S), «.d probably the early 6th

century. The identification eo far is baeed mainly on discovery of many apparently

similar amphoras in aroavations of a oemstery in Ssmosj irtth some support from
netsSamian fishermen's nets. Acloser look at Jars of these simpes is needed to see

.hat features they may have that would isolate them as a series which can perhaps

be followed to a later date.

Boehlau calls characteristic of the oommon type of Knphoias from hi.
oeinetei'y

(apart from the "pointed" bottom) a broad shoulder, relatively short neck, and

broad handles set close under the mouth. Add a distinct articulation of the nook

from the rim above and from the shoulder below: in our example, the neck narrow,

slightly downward and there is an offset at its bott<m which fold, upward over the

base of the neck in the Persersohutt Jar PI.'' , 3, and see Pig.i'dj while it
spreads from the neck over the start of the shoulder in the earlier Jars, large „

small. Of. Fig.X, 2. Finally, „ to shape, in all th. J.rs of these types that

-I I
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I have been able to exanine since I knevf what to look for, the bottom is construct

ed in a way certainly uncommon in commercial containers, and so far as I know

date, see note 51)
peculiar (until one comes to a much later dacbBK); to this series and to earlier

Attic containers: the interior of the body comes down to a place well below the

upper edge of the toe as visible from the outside; it is as though the tip of

the body, as thinwalled hare as in any other part, was fitted like the tip of

2 ^
an egg into a diminutive ring. See Fig.)/. In such jars as PI. , 2, this scheme

is particularly surprising; one expects a solid foot to finish off such a narrow

50

body, as for instance in the later Thasian# As it is, to knock off the foot

must have been a convenient way of broaching these little Samians, and in fact

51

the two relatively complete Jars in Athens are lacking their feet.

So far little or nothing has been said about the clay of any of the amphorae

discussed, save in the remarks, quoted at the beginning, of Nikitas ^Lviaras on

the handles of his collection. On these pieces Mrs. Petropoulakou's impression

concurred in general with the collectors description: the clay is relatively fine

compared with that of other container-amphoras; it is usually fired red or xmi^x

reddish, sometimes quite dark rod, sometimes brownish or greyish at core or even

through most of the thickness of the handle; the surface is often buff or

yellowish; and mica is apparently always visible on a clean ancient surface,

less ao on breaks. For those I have examined, the Benaki handles of this narrower

liiii'i -
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class. I would agree, adding that flaked surfaces(breaks more or less parallel

to the ancient surface) also show much mica.

Samian coin types in the stamps, plus discovery in Samoa of the Haviaras

handles, have identified this clay as local, and the plain wares found in exoav-

52ations in Samos have been similarly described by Technau; he states that they

have much mica but great variation in color. "Die Struktur ist nicht immer

deutlioh schiefarig. sondem oft dicht und fein." So it is hard to define, he

says, but recognizable in the hand. Technau writes against the background of a

proposal by Zahn to identify a certain »xn distinct ware found at Priene (and at

numerous other places) as that of the Vasa Samia of the Latin authors mentioned

53
earlier in this article. Experts on pottery ♦f tl» Roman period

are now in-

•f

dined to doubt that this ware was actually made in Samos. since relatively

little of it has been found on the island, and a great deal in other places,^

I would like to think there was something in the identification, since it must

have been at the bottom of mdam Zeest's attribution to Samoa ("only because

of the clay" as she states in her publication) of the Jar from Nymphaia listed

above as similar to our PI. . 3j her drawings of this Jar show not only the

general outline as in our PI. . but also the hidden feature of the foot

55 ^ -fi' /not visible in photographs, see our Fig.*, It would be pleasant tl^t the
A

competent Samian potter produced red ware for Roman banqueters after a look
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at sosna Arratine thoae visitorB had brought with them; h© might have don© it

at the instance of Antony, to please Cleopatra with something maybe provincial

but pretty good for the country, for their parties in Samoa in 32| B.C.

In any case, the micaceous and usually reddish clay serves to distinguish

akin
our series from fmgments of other amphorae xkixg to it in shape, for instance

the tops of certain early Corinthian (?) jars. Those have again a distinctly

articulated neck, a cui^ed, flaring rim, and a similar position and lift of the

56

handles; but their olay is normally greenish buff and virtually without mica.

Noticeable mica should also set off an amphora as non-Attic; and this is the

more important beoause there seem to be recurrent similarities (borrowings?)

between the series we take to be Samian and the one we take to be Attic, both

57of which, further, have reddish clay. For Instance the peculiar foot described

and again referred to above is beautifully exemplified in Attic "SOS" amphoras
of

, 2 58th. .arly 7th o,ntury B.C. auoh a> Agara P23835, yig./, i, although by th.
2

data of our Saalaa (?) Fig.jf, i. th. bottom of th. oontamporary Attlo (?) amphora

seems to have thickened so that there is little or no dip of the interior below

the level of the top pf the toe outside. The Hushroom rim of the 4th century

Samian amphora (see above) may well be a feature borrowed from the Athenians,

since the development of this rim from the 5th into the 4th century can be

followed in the Attic series. Here the distinction provided by noticeably
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inioacoouti olay is particularly helpful.

amphoras
H^tuming to the

lj(B.C. above attributed to Ba»oe (Pi. , 1.4 and related pteeee dlecueeed), where

I know their olay, it is notioeably Moaoeous, with the single ewoeption of the

North Slope published Jar (see referenoe in note 47). mthe case of pottery

oovered with mrine deposit, one usually oannot Judge the olay. Talcing now

into oonsideratlon the details of shape observed in the group referred to, as

well as the olay, we «y nake a few guesses at other association, and further

dev9lo|Hnent.

still at about 500 B.C. by their oontewt, certain smll angular Jars have

suggested thenselves as fractional Sawian of their period, first of all because

Of the oocstruojion of their rather emphasised feetc Pig.A. 3and 5. Of these
.Agorano.5 20801) is Of notioeably Moao.ous olay. while no,5 (P 8868) has little or

no mica. The drawn-in lower body swy be a means of arriving at a pwrtioular

oapaoityj note the uneven thickness of the -tile. Slight offsets below the

rims, and lines more or less faint above the shoulders, seem to echo aneok-

artioulation like that of Pig.>, 4, eto. mthis figure, no. 5»toh.s no.4
in having finger-impression, at the base of the handle., th,„ are the only
amphora, mentioned in this article to show this feature. The two jars,

with parallels from other oontests, are being puMl.hed elsewhere.®'
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Beyond PI, ,4 (and the slightly later amphora found in Cyprus, in Marion

3
Tomb 71, cited in note 45), a tentative step leads us to Fig,^, 1. This is a

top combined with a bottom that seems to belong to it, both from a context of ca,

with marine deposit460-440 B.C.j the body has been filled out from a photograph of an amphora^een

briefly in Eretria in 1952 and not otherwise recorded. The micaceous clay and

traces xi of light slip of the fragments are sufficiently like those of the earlier

W 2amphora PI, , 3 (Fig,^, 4); so are the grooves below the rim and the taper down

ward of the neck. Note that the toe while narrower and less flaring retains the

2 'odd feature of the deeper interior which appears throughout Fl^, y; it has in

addition a sort of cuff, as seen from the outside, A stage a little later is

represented by an amphora neck (Agora P 25426, not illustrated) from a context

61 5dated ca, 450-425 B.C, In shape and clay this much resembles Fig,^,l, but neck |

I

and handles are a little longer.

I am unable up to the present tp point to any amphora or fragment in Samoa

itself that parallels this shape proposed for the mid-5th century. Some confirm

ation is afforded however by the amphoras depicted on the 5th onntury ooins

already mentioned, of, Fl, , 6-8, enlargements of three of these, i have

ventured here to rearrange somewhat the sequence of these types within Mr,

Barren's frameworkj and,with his provisional approval, to alter a little the

dating attributed. Thus modified, the dates of PI. , 6-8, would be 468/7 B.C.
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62
for no. 6j 460/459 B.C. for no.7j and perhaps as lata as 446 B.C. for no,8.

The amphorae in the coins then follow the usual 5th century development toward

a slimmer body and longer neck and handles, a tendency just now noticed as between

two fragments of this series from two contexts of which one was a little later than

the other. We can then compare the amphora PI, , 4 with the one represented in

the coin PI. , 6, and date the ja1r tentatively a little earlier than the coin's

date, called above 468/7 B.C. The slimmer, longer-necked and longer-handled shape

3

Fig, 2/^ 1 (and its parallel, the jar seen in Eretria) is more comparable with the

amphora in the coin PI. ,7, and the context of its parts (oa, 460-440 B.C.)

goes well enough with the new data attributed to the coin, considering that pieces

of a jar my be expected to belong with an earlier part of a context than a whole

jar. Note that at this stage the neck still narrows toward the body, and this

feature is more or less visible in the coin. An unpublished amphora found in

Thasos, in context perhaps of the 5th century B.C., seems to have about the shape

W 3shown in the coin Pi. , 3: as compared with Fig.2^ 1, a heavier rim, Icmger

and loss rising handles, a neck that spreads to the shoulder, and a slimmer bodyj

the photograph 1 have shows a groove round the neck at about the halfway point j

it shows also the cuffed outside of a toe that might be rather like that oit Fig.a/
63

2, it seetna to have slightly concave sides,

IS

Consider now this Pig.^,2, Agora P 18988 with context of the last quarter of
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ths 5th century, of v,hich « photograph 1. ehorn in PI. , 6. This amphora had

boon ontorod tontatlvoly In tho Samian oorioo booaoso of its cuffhd too, its

. roundod body, by now rathor narrow, Ita handles b, n*d in eootion and without

finger improseions on their lower attaohMute, its nock articulated below (by

a faint grooeo) although by now spreading (rather than narrowing) to the shoulder,

the lengthening of the neck, handles and body oorraspondo with the latish date in

the 6th centuTT B.C. The clay of this amphora, howeyer, while similar in color

to preceding item, in the Samian (1) series, is virtually without mica. Of Jars

mentioned above of which the olay is known to me, only in AP 1491 (see not. 47)

and pertmps in P6858 (Fig. '̂s) is it as nearly non-rdcaoeoue as in P18988, note
that both the other Jars are fraotionals. It mey turn out that P18988 wse not

made in Same., but belong, to a series somehow related to the Samian. It should

be recalled that its shs.pe seomod to be oloeeat to that
represented in the Samian

stamp, PI. , 10 (see above), although in the stamp the handles are shown a bit

longer in proportion.

Micaceous olay as well a. the profile of the rim, also (save for length,

increased at the later date) that of the Imndles, associate Pig.r'l rather with

Flg.*^, .hcthcr Shape made up of two fragments. Agora P27630 and 27531, from

shape has been restored with an eye to q . ,
# y# an amphora apparently of a

adepocit again of the laet quarter of the 6th oentury." ih, mlddl, of this
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slightly later period, seen in Samos in 1958, Note especially in the drawing

Fig^f. 3again a cuffed toe, but having now aslight flare, only a small depress,

ion underneath, and the interior reaching to just below the top of the cuff. A

toe like this, not quite so high, was found in the sane deposit of the third

quarter of the 5th century as the neck P 254-26 (see above, with note 61) which

it greatly resembled in fabric. If this top and toe are from the same amphora,

g
then appai*ently wo have a protoj^ypo for Fig, 4lF',5.

Characteristic of the developed form is the long spreading neck with a

break in its line, the offset easily visible in Flgjl, 3; also the elegant

flaring rim, as wall as the cuffed, slightly flaring toe. Afeature noticed in

several pieces is their unexpectedly heavy weight in the hand. In addition to
M

PI, , 9, I have seen a second example in Samos (in 1968). The class is un

common: two or three more fragments from late 5th century deposits at the Agora,

a whole amphora with marine deposit in Kos, a top and bottom from

fMarathon, two necks in Old Smyrna,

a wreck off

65

lj

PI, . 9may carry us into the 4th century. I have no further shape to

above
propo»» «« S«ni» until „ oom to th, »» .ith th. mushroom rim, diooiwod'

in oomr.,otion .ith th. HuTiam. hMdloa. Sino. this kind of rim i, oharaotoristio

of the 4th oontury shap, thought to ta Attio (of. Amphoree. fig.42, night, and

,00 ahoro, rith not. 57), probably it ... introduoad in Samos at Last a. ..rly
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as 365 B.C., with the Athenian oloinichB, Deposits at the Athenian Agora of

the Edd-4th century and later contain rnany fragments v/ith mushroom rims, in

cluding quite a number of waich the clay is distinctly micaceous. Complete

amphorae of this stage of Saiaian davelopnent have not been available clean for

study,;^^ I do not know the shape of the toe) In December 136L i saw in Samoa
two jars one or both of which may fit in here, but both were heavily encrusted

There seems fair prospect that some fragments found recently in a wreok of the

latter 4th century off northern Cyprus may prove to be Samian, and that intaot

amphoras of this kind may bo raised in the coming season of investigation of this

68wreok. The bulk of the cargo was earliest ivhodion.

In connection with Samian shapes of the late 5th to 4th century B.C.. one

must mention the bronse coins of Sanos with amphora as reverse type dated tent

atively by Barren 412-405 B.C.; of, his text pp,73 (with note IG) and 99. see

our PI. . 12. an example from a different die from that illustrated by Barron.

pl.XVII, lower right comer; but both show an amphora with handles longer in

proportion even than those depicted in the stamp, PI, , lo, i ncsx^

unable at ptesent to matoh the amphora on these coins at all convincingly with

an actual jar. tfe have similar difficulties with amphoras represented in Chian

bronzes.

Further attantlon to hlstori'- is Indioatad ji « anaioatoo, if some day we are to give more
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definition to the foregoing sketch of develoiJmonts in the Samian amphora. The

involvonent with Athens in this ootameroial matter is somewhat different from what

might perhaps be supposed, since it turns out to be clear that the contents of the

Samian shipping container wore not wine but oil. The fact is really announced on

the coins (cf, PI. , 7-8); contrast the little olive branch here with the bunoh

of grapes above the Chian amphora on contemporary coins of Chios, The fame of

Samian wine is somewhat older than Byron, but it is not ancient. There seems

nothing to indicate that wine produced in Samos in ancient times had any outside

69

reputation, any export value. This is of course not to say that the Samians did

not drink wine or eat grapes, or perhaps bottle refreshments for their festivals

as above suggested. But the product for which they had an outside market was oil.

Samos is "olive-growing» to Anakreon, and to Afcsiyio* Aisohyloa in the Persians:

and a special quality is attributed in the 4th century to oil produced in the

70

island.

Any considerable import to Athens, another oil-exporting state, would be

Burpriaing, and has not been found. The short-necked jars of the early 6th century
•2

including Fig.l, 2, can have been settlers' effects of soios of the foreign crafts-

71
men accepted as citizens of Athens by Solon. The round Jar PI, , 3 j^id others

associated with it are of a kind no doubt taken on as supplies by Darius' fleet

when it assembled in Samos j note that seven of these ships were oaptured after-
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Tsards at ISirathoa, The fragments combined in Fig, /"» 3 my como from a jar

or jars that brought indaranity payments from Sanos, the oolleotion of which was

73
one of tho provisions of an Athenian decree of 426/5 3.0. In the preserved part

of a relief of coarso workmanship that cro-.i«i3 the stele on which this decree is

carved, t.vere seam to be represented, as in the background, two up-ended amphoras,

their toes in the air. If that is what they are, they must apparently be jars

3

like our Fig./(, 3, since there seen to be no others of Ititaii the latter 5th

centuiy which combine a relatively narrow lower body with an unstommed but

relatively tall and flaring toe. It would seem pertinent to head the decree

with the emptied characteristic containers of a debtor state provided for in

tho decree, ovon if tha actual money did not travel in such containers; which

however it nay well liavo dcaae,

iJost of the Samian pieces identified so far in Athens could after all be

accountod for by such spacial oocasicaiB, if not by ordinary travel, except

perhaps for tho more numerous mushroom-rim fragments of the middle and later

4th .century. As for these, at this time Samian oil is not in competition with

tliat grown in Attika, but an augmsnt to the homo product,

iiote that a parallel of sorts In Athens for what we have found in Samoa in

the latter 4th century is provided by certain liquid noasures of which tho handle.
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were etaiaped vdth Athenian coin types. The shape of these vessels is not

known, only small fragments have been found; one way in which they differed

from those bearing Samian coin types is that the Athenian jars were glazed on

the interior. A gem or ring impression, very fine, has been published with the

75

Athenian coin-type stamps. It was not found near the fholos with the others,

and the shape of the handle was very difforont from that of the handles impressed

V

with the coin types, Neliertholeas this small fragment may well also be from an

Athenian amphora, and it comes from a good deposit of the third quarter of the

4th century in the Athenian Agora, It thus adds, as a goa or ring impression,

something to an Athenian parallel for our Haviaras Samian group.

In contrast with Athens, Greek Egypt must always have been a market for

olive oil, so that we find an Athenian traveller in the early 4th century

76carrying a supply on his Egyptian trip as exchange against local expenses.

The Samian amphoras found at Maukratis and Daphnai (see above, note 43) are evi

dence of import in the 6th and 6th centuries; while certain fragmentary jars with

ciushroom rims, some stamped with a monogram eta-rho, found recently by Emery at

77Sakkara, make a similar suggestion for the second half of the 4th century. More

^xplioit is a papyrus of 259 B.C. listing a shipment of oil to Alexandria in

78
Milesian and Samian jars and half-jars. I have at present no candidate for

an amphora of Miletos of the 3rd centdry B.C., but offer here one more picture
.f a poaalblj, Saadwi ahapa. In Plata , 15. Tha amphora tha coll.otor i. holding
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is stampad on ona handle, sea Pi. , 16. a duplioata of this stamp has been

added, PI. , 17, because on the preserved amphora the device in the impression

is not very clear. This stamp type is one of a series using the same deipice,

24
the prow of a galley, with some S (as now known) different names. Afew of the

types are circular but most are squarish rectangles like those in PI. , with

the name along two (occasionally three) sides, and the prow often tilting upward

as here, as though riding a choppy sea. The prow in this series does not markedly

resemble that in the Haviaras stamps (Pl. , 17^-^) or that in coins of Samoa

(see Barren, p.6). However there seems to be no other state so closely identified

with a prow as Samosj the prow of the samaina was as Samian as the owl «.s Athenian,
79 10;,according to Pl«taroh»8 story of the branding of captives. So with all due reserve

I suggest jars of this class as the keramia Samia and/or the hemikadia of the

shipment of 259 B.C. The shape is entirely new to the Samian series as above pro

posed, a series which throughout its various modifications has usually bom some

relation to the current Athenian shape (save in the late 5th - early 4th century).

ffith its thick rolled rim set close above long (and rather thick) handles, the new
80.hap, r.s.mbl.a that ot aoma Pcmtlo amphoras, PI. , 15 th. only .«npi,

baarlhe "t thaa, pro. ataapa of .hioh mor. than a pl.o. ot handl. and rim 1.

praaarrad. It aaam. Ukaly that If It ia Samian, and of th. parlod of tha ahlpmant,
tbia jar

is ft hamikftdion rather than a keramim. in which case the angular drawn-in body
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jar
may one# mor® he an adjustment of capacity, and the unit pds may have had a much

fuller, more rounded, body. Unfortunately on our preserved stsunped jar we again
/
/

lack the toe. For the olay of the stamped handles: it is red, reddish or brown,

sometimes fired reddish at the oore; it is coarser than that of the earlier Samian (?)

jars above identified, and contains numerous white bits as well as mica in varying

quantities. So far as can be told by the naked eye, I think this could bo a forti

fied version of the clay of the earlier jars. The foreign distribution of the known

fragments is not unlike that of the 6th century amphorae, that is, largely in 3gypt

and in the Black Sea area; but only a single stamped handle of the prow class.
BO

far as I know, has been found in Samos itself. it must be stated that the names

known in these types have only one oorrospondenoe with the names on the coins listed

8299,by Barron, and even in this case the form is apparently different. For dating

the group, we have very little context evidence, the best being at Tarsus and at the

Athenian Agora, giving in each case a terminus ante quem in the early 2nd century

83 WBjC. The letter forms of for instance the type of PI. , IB and 17 would I suppose

suggest a rattier earlier gxxiqcx date.

on the vdiole, none of the evidence seems to exclude the proposed identificati

The strongest point in its favor is undoubtedly the device, ahd the fact that it

would be natural to label a new shape in a known series by something so generally

on.
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associated with the producing state on whose coined c°^tinued to appear through the

3rd century B.C. and later. Similarly, at an earlier period, a Chian coin-typo

84
stamp identified a now Chian shape.

At this point, capacity studies are needed, and I regret I have So^figires at

L^® P» t the documentation on Pln-l-n aall for any of the containers illustrated here or for others'like thom^^In the *
text of the papyrus of 259 B.C. (see above), as it has been restored, there is

reference to containers claimed to be of 18-choe,capacity, but which the writer of

the papyrus rodkons as actually 16-choo jars. Even 16 is a large figure for the

capacity of aGreek amphora. Using the equivalent of the Attic ohous, 3200 oo!,*

16 ohoes gives us 51,200 oo,, or over 14 gallons. The largest capacities of which

I have record among jars at the Agora Excavations are those of three jars found

each to hold about 45 liters, or about 14 Attic choesj two have been illustrated

we have however records of an amphora from the sea, now in the National Museum,

Athens, of which the measured capacity shows that it would have taken 16 (Attic)
87 «

ohoes, Acomparison by means of photographs at the san scale suggests a
oapa-

city possibly as great as that of the National Ifiiseum jar for a restored amphora

at the Agora, P14179 (unpublished). As this Utter has a context of Ute 4th to

early 3rd century B.C., and as its top is rather similar to that of the hes^ic« (?)

in PI. »15. 1® *orth considering amcmg candidates to represent one of the
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16-ch09 keramia of tha papyrus, and a capacity measuremant should soma day be

88

tried. Whoover investigates the text of this papyrus \vith relation to capacity

figures of actual amphoras will no doubt have in mind also tha Qvidcnea apparently

provided for the Samian linear standard by the metrological relief in Oxford, which

presents to some a "suggestion that the Attic foot has been subsequently engraved

alongside the embodied Samian fathom," showing a ratio of 7 Attic feat to the Samian

89
fathom, or a 7 to 6 relationship between Attic and Samian standards.

So far as the present article is concerned, here the mttor must rest. Samian

amphora stamps have been presented, see Plates , a series for which a date is

proposed in the latter 4th centary B.C., the basic group (the Haviaras stamps and

duplicates of these) perhaps soon after 522 B.C., while a few associated items may

be of the end of the century (^-16, types with lion mask plus proper names), some

of the stamps in Plates and are of interest from the point of view of cults

and some make their contribution to art hirbory. I have investigated what may have

been the shape of the amphoras on which those stamps were impressed, and of earlier

and later amphoras perhaps produced by the Samiana in the course of their history

of many vicissitudes, while olive oil continued to be carried abroad from Samoa

The chronology of this study of shapes has depended much on context of discovery

of jars and fragments from the Athenian Agora. The xkfMcg shapes presented in
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Figures 2 and 5 and in Plate retain interest whether or not all prove to have

been made in Samos•

Of these shapes, the latest illustrated returned us to the Haviaras family.

In Plata , 15, Demosthenes Haviaras sits with his prow-stamped amphora^(unique ^

to this day) in a sort of out-door study at his homo in the upper town of Syme. On

the table beside him is Dumont's Inscriptions G^ramigues de Grece; one can see its

stiff back pages lying open at pi. II. Under the table is a Rhodian jar; the

collector had published three of those in a Smyrna newspaper when he was a younger

90

man, soon after Dumont's book appeared. From this pleasant antiquarian back

ground Nikitas and Michael Haviaras want away to school on Samos, whence the one

brought back his unparalleled group of Samian stamps here presented. Plato , 17^

may remind us of what is owed to the other son, since it is part of the great col

lection in Alexandria of Michael Ikiviaras* pupil Lucas Senaki. Through the gener

ations the scholarly pursuit of those minor antiquities has built up for us a coral

island of email but solid bits of faot. And in the neanwhile to their addicts

these studies have continued to provide a refuge for the attention in the midst

of whatever dismal outer oiroumstancos have prevailed; a garden enclosed.
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CataloQUO of Sanisui starrped anphora liandlaa (Plates

V . follov;in£ oatalo;.;ue, items fi-om the Haviaras (ilikitas) collection,

ivhich c-'Tistituto the great majority, are cited by numbers preceded by X. See

note 33 abo-j-e, I owe descriptions and meaEurensnte of the Haviaras handles to

Mrs, iotropoulakou. Measurement figures are given in the order of width by

thioknosE of the handle (or for more fragmentary pieces only one of these

dimensions) taken at the point whei'a it is stamped, and given in fractions of

Sao also note 39 abc/e,
a meteA few inventory numbers of handles found in the Ger^ie^ excavations on

;:aTno5 arc cited; on these, see above, note 25. Handles cited from the Benaki

collection are Alexandria, Coimnants on many of the types will bo
found above in the text of the article.

:co doubt more Samian stamps will be identified in the course of time.

Considered but not included this time was SS 11336 from Agora deposit J 11 : 1

(ca. 400-340 B.C.; of. note G6). This has two small stamps, one a monogram, the

other api^rently a lion mask in a rectangular frame, rather resembling (save that

the frame is not beaded and the lion has teeth) the lion masks on certain Samian

coins of the late 6th century, of. Carron. pis. IV and V. The clay of this handle

contains fine particles of mica, but it is pale Ht buff all through, on the surface

See^aiao note''f^^lSr'*Jurther po8sible®additiTOa,^^ii^^ indies listed below,^ also note 32, mention of SS 10918,
A. Handles stamped with Samian coin devices. 1-27, Pl,
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1-4, impressions of probably the sane dio, forepart of bovine animl rijrht,

within a ^-shaped frame; the animal appears to have a oump; its right foreleg

is bov-it back; kxs» above the frame, letters (V), possibly nu epsilon retrograde,

1-2, denaki collection (of 1, dimensions 0.038 by 0.02, clay reddish buff with

fine particles of mica especially at surface, remains of cream slip, greyish core;

of 2, clay fine, grey, micaceous); J-4. Samos (X 442. 0.032 by 0.018, light red

clay; X443, 0.033 by 0.015, red clay; 3. a dim example, is not illustrated).

5-15, various types vvith lion mask, i.e. the skin of the head.

5, 6, rectangular vdthout letters. Samos (X 445, 0.041 by 0,02, red clay,

mica on surface; X446, 0.037 by 0.014, fine red clay),

circular without letters. Samos (x 484 , 0.033 by 0.013, at surface buff

with mica). Addendum; in April, 1970, I received from !!!!r. J. Nettos (cf nnt«
, rubbing of of thl. typ., .pp,r.„tly . .„f«o. fini frm
recently added to the Museum's collection. ^T^n»goreion

circular, possibly with inscribed below the mask. Samos (deraion

I 841. from the excavations of the German Archaeological Institute in Athens;

0.035 by 0.017, red clay, grey at core; the letters were seen by p. vYillemsen

in 1937).

9^, rectangular with ^IMO ^ ^elov the mask. Benaki collection (0.037 by

0.023, x-aicBceeuB reddish buff clay, grey-buff at core).

rectangular with 'AptaTo( retrogmde <m an erasure below the ma,k.

Samos (leraion I 857 a and b. two handles attached to the preserved top of an
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amphora ^vith broad down-sloping ("mushroom") rim, both handles impressed by the
' H

this must be the

• 4 '̂®? Puhlished bv Technau, p.GO, no.2«,, although Teohnau indicates abarred sigma) whereas in 10-11 it is visibly lunate).. "loaTJos a

^2-16, rectangular with At ovu1Oi H\e'oug down left and across bott.ora

of stamp beloiv the mask. ^ and i^naki collection (M 280, 0,045 by 0.02o»

M563, O.OiS by 0,024' both of finely micaceous russet buff clay with a few

white bits); U, Naukratis (British Museum 1955, 9-20, 72. fine reddish buff clay,

, smooth surface; from Petrie*s excavations presumably); 15, Koa (na,220 of a

provisional inventory); 1^, Fella (A 1743), Only 14 is illustrated,

v-ariouB types with prow of xkkf/(x ship^

above and Hpnq below, and pfcow right, 17, Femphis,

excavations of the University of Pennsylvania in about 1920 (29-71-56, M1812,
0.032 by 0,018,small, broad dandle nearly all preserved. J,eight about 0.115; finely micaceous

russet buff clay, greyish at core); 18 and 19, Samos (X 491, 0.032 by O.015,

micaceous light red clay, surface yellowish; X475, 0,030 by 0.014, dark red

clay). iiMx±±nx«tiimxxi±kxiia,xi^xx^ 19 (X 475). less well preserved, i. not

illustrated; it is nob certainly from the same die as the others, I am ereatw
obliged to Professor Ellen Kohler for measurements of 17,

with Sa( above, no letters below, and prow left, 8amoe (x 474, viidth

0,035; X471, 0,034 by 0,013; bofa vJith red clay grey at core),

22-23, with uncertain letters above and prcrw _lj,_ft. Samos (x 472, 0,034 by

0,02, dark red clay aith liyhtar surface, somewhat miceeooue; x499, 0,036 by
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0,017, red clay; it is not entirely oartain that the tvvo exar.ples are from t'ue

same die),

without letters, provj left. Samos (X 473, 0,035 by 0,02; dark red clay,

surface buff),

25-27, impressions probably from one die, facing bust of Hera wearing necklace,

enclosed in pi-shaped frame, letters to right and left, together reading (retrograde)

"Hp(, 25 and 26, Benaki collection, probably from Alexandria (of 25, dimensions

of handle 0,0'il by 0,023; the Imndle bends down abruptly after a very short top;

micaceous russet buff clay, yellower at surface, light greyish at core; of 26, clay

fine, grey, micaceous). 2J, Samos (X 444 , 0,033 by 0,014, red clay),

B, Handles, all found in Samos and mostly in the Haviaras collection, bearing

miscellaneous stamps, 28-47, pj,

of Kara (?)
28-29, impressions from one die, cult statue jjl^aring polos and vail, standing

on a raised base, holding from each hand a hanging knotted (?) fillet with tassel*

the lower part of the body is enclosed in a sort of sheath, below the hem of which

the feet appear; on the body, no indication of drapery folds or of ornament, or

of anatomical features (X 502 , 0,037 by 0,019; X501, 0,037 by 0,012; of both,

red clay with micaceous cream surface), C* text with notes 13—16; also p, 0^
the festival,

30, female head right, turratted* with letter beta preserved below, left

IX 433, thiolxese 0,02, dark red clay), cf, text with note 17,
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31-33, ear of grain, with be© in uppar right oomer and in lower left comer,

uncertain devjoe upper left, lower right comer never preserved (X 457, 0,038 by

0,018; X 456, 0,035 by 0,02; X 458 (not illustrated), 0,037 by 0.017; all throe

have light md clay, smd X 457 (31) is particularly short-topped).

three ears of grain, with bee| (X 488, 0,035 by 0,019, hard red clay with

little mica).

35, insect, bee? (X 450, 0.036 by 0.018, red clay),

36, 37, amphora (X 482 , 0.034 by 0.015, clay brown at core with yellowish

surface; X481 (not illustrated), 0,045 by 0,019, micaceous dark red clay). For

an enlarged photograph of 36, see PI. ,10,

38, 39, impressions from two different dies, Jug (x 461, 0,031 by 0,018,

micaceous red clay brovm at core; X462, 0,031 by 0.019, dark brown clay greyish

at core).

40, kantharos (X 459, 0.036 by 0.018, dark red clay),

41, taintharos, with letters right and loft, together retrograde? (x 460,

0.030 by 0.016, red clay),

^ with aiud- righl '̂V"^ofeSier Al ? (Heraion, I 655;

larglgl^BBdle, measuremente not available )"i

Ic wi^h lid (inoihie burhert) , with posyf^: latterright

-Arrairiiiiff iiiiiAliilVii ^ /a.'. . .
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A Bignifioant parallal for 41, and parhapa 42, has bean publiahed from Phana-

goria in the northern Black Sea area. A stamp appears with the same content as

impressed on the body of a measure and on a fragment of another one. The measure is

somewhat

like a small vase (ht. ca. 0.18) with wide mouth and body swelling to azncHknxt grekter

width below. The stamp is not a duplicate of ours, but has again the letters phi

alpha on Mother side of a kantharos, this time reading forward, not retrograde; the

field is circular instead of rectangular. These stamped pieces were found near the

ancient

potteries of i^kxxggipxtiex Phanagoria, apparently with context of the second half of

the 4th century B.C. The letters, combined with the finding place, seem to make quite

that

cez^ain SdwSab these were regulation measures in local use at Phanagoria. The stamp

is therefore official in the way that a coin type is, even though so far as I know

a Santharos is not a device used on coins of Phanagoria. On this mterial, see

I. B. Zeest, ed.. Ceramic Products and Ancient Ceramic Building Materials (in Russian),

Hoscow, 1966, p. 19 and pi. 23, nos. 2 and 6. Other measure (?) fragments had other

stamps. I am grateful to Professors Jan Bouzek and Jan PeSirka of Charles University,

Prague, for helping me to get information from this publication, which is not

a copy was here brieflv, and I am obliged to Mrs. Poly Dimoulini
available in Athens ;feoex9ffliOtXi»Kxl>»i»Xj»lcyxltxfcKf3ty»xxxRxicx«««eW(»itxMtxtlwtx8ti{8«l£k>Mjtft
for calling my attention to it before forwarding it. For eommeut on the signifioanoe

of this parallel to pairt of our group, see above, p. , For a acgmm fragmentary

waasure of quite similar shape found at Istria, which bears the stamp of an agoranomos,

sae V. Canaraohe, Importul Amforelor Stampilate la ImtfciB Istria. Bucharest, 1957,
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p, 372, fig. 68; refereno® is mad® th®r® to stamped sniall moaGuros known to hav®

boon found in Tyrae and in Charsonosos, neither of which had boon |«is illustrated,

A fragment of a dry measure found on Thasos bears a stamp with a kantharos (but no

lotters): see L. GhAli-Kahil, Etudes thasionnos VII, La Ceramiqu® Greoque, Paris,

1960, p. 135, no. 35.

42, kantharos, with letters right and left, possibly reading again §A retrograde

(Heraion, I 653} large handle, measuramonts not available). 42 is clearly not tiu

from ty» same die as the letters, which are not clear, may read AI forwird.

43, vase with lid (inoense bunaer?), with possible letter alpha to rieht (X SOS.
Vy*- *

0.04 by 0,018, micaceous dark rod clay),

44, star (X 494, 0.042 by 0.019, brown clay with mioa at surface).

45, unidentified device (X 480, 0,03 by 0,013).

46, unidentified device (X 500, 0.037 by 0,016} dark rod clay),

47, unidentified device (X 505, 0,044 by 0,018} red clay, dark surfhce).

impressions from different dies, letter alpha (X 496 , 0,055 by 0.014}

X497 , 0.036 by 0,017} of both, hard rod clay, yellowish at surface, with mioa).

Numerous stamps are on file at the Agora Excavations having the letter alpha

"I"** alone. These handle a, of various fabrics, come from the Agora and from many other

places, eapeoially Alexandria} one is known from Samos (l 870), i have identified

no precise duplicates of and ?9.



50, lettar gamiMt (X 495, 0.036 by 0.018, mioaceoua rad clay).

V'n,-

Unlika alpha, gaTnma is an uncommon latter to stand alona in an amphora stamp.

I find only two examplas apart from 50, one from the Banaki collection

(m ABC 733), and tha other found at Sakkara in Professor

Emery's axoa¥ations, on v/hich see above, note 77, Tha two are both in oval fields,

not square as in 50; photographs ar« not available of either, but a rubbing of the

one stamp and a drawing of the other.

51, Jay (X 498, 0.035 by 0.013, yellowish clay with mica at surface). As noted

above, perhaps not from the group proper.

52, 53, impressions from two different dies, monogram (x 492, thick

ness 0.021, red clay; Kastro, Tigani, I 567, top of jar of which profile is shown

in Plate , 11, the stamp on pne handle only; for details, see description of

Plate ). The stamp of Mhas been published, see W, Teohnau, op. oit., p. 63,

no. V 4.

0. Handles, all from the Haviaras collection, bearing impresEions apparently

from engraved rings, Plate ,

Athena in fighting attitude, facing right, with shield on left shoulder

and Unce ready in raised right hand (it appears to pass behind her head); there ie

little or no indication of the aegis, but the iBwIyxnitagzztiatiwxiwiy
garment clings to the body; "a
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a. ., , . (s80 abova, text with note 33).swallow-tailed wrap is worn over the shoulders" iWxiwioa^xstthxnxatexSa^^ in 56

one sees t'nat the figure is standing, not striding, and there is a base-line below

the feet (X 467, 0,038 by 0.018, hard red clay, micaceous at surface; X466,

0.037 by 0.018; X487, 0.037 by 0.017, hard red clay).

Mr. Boardman gives me references to two seals with a similar subject: sasm

MuseumG.IS.A. Rlohter, Tfetropolltao^^of Art. Cataloeue of EneraTed Oama. Gg«iik. Etrueoan

Eom, 1956, pl.)aOT, no. 14!) and H. Hoffmnn and P.H. Davidson, Great:

Gold Jenelry fron the ARe of Alexander. 5Iaina, 1966, p,267, fpg. 117. Ho remrke

also on the fairly narron betel of the ring ehioh Impressed M-S6, as an arohaialng

feature.

See above, commentary text, with notes 21, 32, and 33.

Pan (?), goatheaded, apparently wearing a cloak, behind him a large thyrsos

with ribbon bo. and streamer,, he seem, to be sitting (on rough ground! on a river

bank!) with human knees drawn up, and shin, that end In eleven hooves, and to be

working on something before him, possibly a reed or reeds from whloh he will

his syrinx (X 452, 0.032 by 0.019, hard red clay).

Arook orystal soarabold gem In the Ashmolean (no.W92.1478) show, asimilarly
oonstruoted Pan sitting on arook or hsap of stones, see most reoently O.M.A. Rlohter
gngraved Gem. of the Greek, and tbejaH-aS.. Lohdon 1968, p.86, no.266.
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Miss Riohter here dates this gem 5th to 4th century B.C. I find no other seated

Pans with cloven hooves plus knees that bend as do human knees. For standing

figures of Pan vdth goat head and feet but human knees, of, R, Herbig, Pan, Frank

furt, 1949, pi.IV, 2 and 3, and text p. 55, a bronze statuetta from Olympia, dated

after 430 B.C. by Kunzej ibid., pl.XiXV, 1, the Pan Painter*8 Pan, of. J.D.Beazley,

Per Pan-aaler, Berlin, 1931, pl.2. Professor Evelyn Harrison has called ny attention

to the Pans of the Niobid Painter, see T.B.L. Webster, Per Hiobidenmaler, Leipzig,

1935, pi.15, a and b, of, toxt p.18; these have horns on more or less human heads,

and hooves below human knees. Herbig*s pi.VII, 1 and 5, show figures entirely

human except that they have cloven hooves.

It should be stated that Mr. Boardman is dubious about what exactly is to be

seen in 57; he suggests that there may be confusion duo to a slip in the setting

of the die, or even a flaw in It*

66, seated Heiakles (?), apparently with club in front and perhaps with

quiver behind his shoulder (X 485, 0.033 by 0.014).

59, Eros grasping by one handle a sharp-pointed, sharp-shouldered amphora,

surely a Chianj he seams to look inside, perhaps to see how much is loft of the

contents (x 469, 6.035 by 0.016; brown clay, darker at surface).

Recall the half-empty Chian sent for to help in the "preparation for a party"

of the ish early third oentury Samian poet Poseidipposj W. R. Baton, The Greek
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Anthology, with an Engllah translation. Loeb Classical Library, 1926-1928, Vol.1,

p. 219, no. 183j but I follow Wallace*s version, see Vfilliam and Mayy Wallace,

Asklepiades of Samoa. Oxford University Press, 1941, pp.99-100.

61, bearded siren, with head thrown back in profile right, and winga

partly spread; base line (X 449, 0.040 by 0.015; X448, 0.041 by 0,02; both,

hard red clay).

Mr. Boardman refers me to F. H. Marshall, Catalogue of the Finger .

Greek, Etruscan and Roman, in the Department of Antiquities. British Museum.

London, 1907, p.198, no.1253, there assigned to the 4th century B.C. (not ill

ustrated, nor is an illustration cited). He refers me also to G. Hafner, «Neue

Mischwesen des 4 Jahrhundert," Oster. Jahresheft XXXtt. 1940, p. 31, fig. 15,

and for further reference to Haftxerts item, to J. Hackin. Nouvelles Recherches

Aroheologiques a Begram, Paris, 1954, p.l47, illustrated in fig.456.

See also above, note 34.

62, 63, 4rx draped female figure standing three-quarters front, weight on the

right foot, left hand resting behind the hip, right hand with a small branch (?)

a heron or similar pet bird on the ground, (x 453 , 0.034 by 0.019 hard r-mA 1
X 486, 0.034 by 0.016). ^ olay;

Mr. Stephen G. Miller of the Agora Excavations staff calls my attention to

an earlier version of the standing woman with a pet water-bird below her right

hand, Athens, National Museum, no. 1963 (white ground lekythos by the Achilles

over
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Painter), illustrated recently in Athens Annals of Archaeology. 2, 1969, p, 291,

figs. 1-2 (B. Philippaki). See G. U. AS Richter, op. cit. above under no. 57,x|l?|f^

for a note on herons or cranes as domestic pets, in connection with her no. 297,

a chalcedony scaraboid gem in the British Museum, showing a reclining woman with a

sirailar pet.

See also above, note 34.

64, 65, nude male figure before a small cult image (?) indistinctly impressed,

and incompletely preserved, to the right"; the man's left hand is bent into a fiat

which seems to hold something like the end of a rope; he looks up to where hia

right hand is raised; his arched back suggests that his feet (not preserved) were

braced against a pull; the paunchiness of the figure was perhaps for comic effect '

(X 470, 0.029 by 0.015, hard dark red clay, buff at surface; x468, 0.033 by O.Ole,

hard light red clay, buff at surface).

It is suggested (see above, p. ) that this type Illustrates the legend

.onneoted with the Samian festival Tonaia, about which we know from Menodotos of

Samos through Athenaios.

66, nud. ml. figur. .tooplng l.ft, Mr. Bcrdron .UEs.£t. h. Is using . strign

(X 441, 0.036 by 0.017; red clay with a little mica),

67. uncertain figure, possibly a satyr facing left; Mr. Boardman suggests
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PriapoB (X 465, 0.036 by 0,018, light red olay).

^8, bearded headj Mr. Boardman points out that it is janiform (X 451, 0.032

by 0.017, hard red clay).

69, head right ? (X 463, 0.031 by 0.013, hard light red clay).

7^, helmeted hoad(?) left, possibly with letters U. below (x 454, 0.033

by 0.019, jred olay).

71, 72. srap,-olust.r, or porhapa (Mr. Boardmn auge.Bt.) a much worn facing

fanal. head, aonathlng Indiatinot balow my than b, n.ot and ahculdar

of a bust (X 476, 0.031 by 0.016, rad olay; X479, thiotaass 0.014, light rod
at

a# core, buff at surface),

1J>, mure* shell with something Issuing from it (X 455, 0.037 by 0.018, hard

rad clay).

The identification wi|8 made by Mr, Boardman, He referred me to P.H.lfershall,

above, pl,27, 1080, and pl.30, 1256,

7J, head and foreleg of lion, rightj coin type of Knidos (x 447, 0.037 by

0.022, hard red olay).

76, compc.lt. fruit (7), tb. r.latlra .1.. „f .t.,. .nd glcbul.. auggaat.

scmathlng Ilka a blackbarry rathar than a clu.tar cf grapa, (j 463, thlofcn.ss
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0,03, red clay, cream surface). ^

(^)76, unidentified text or devio^ (X 464, 0,032 by 0.013; hard red clay dark

broTO at surface).

Miss L, H, Jeffery of Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford, was kind enough to look at

a photograph of this stamp and to show it to Orientalist colleagues. None however

was able to identify it as a text, and the general cansensus was that it was perhaps

a device of aona kind, not an inscription. Since considered as a device it has left

zi3liSr^y.ftxtx zx zxsx zxzxzx

the rest of us equally at a loss, I am glad to pass on here the suggostion of Dr,

J, P. Kroll, numismatist of the Agora Hxcavations, that wo have in 76 one of the

"worm-hole stamps" referred to by Aristophanes, Thesmophoriazousai, 427, It appears

to be an established fact that the anoients made for themselves seals from pieoes of

worm-eaten wood, since such engraving was impossible for a forger to imitate,

77, monogram eta-rho (X 477, 0,036 by 0,015),

The monografli perhaps stands for Hefa or her sanctuary. Cf, the insoriptiq^

on text, p. , on refreshments for the festival; boq

also note 77 for references to eotoe more ordinary monogram stamps with this latter-

combination, Impressed on fragments, found in Samos, Athens, Egypt and sqim other

places, which seem to come from mushroom-rimmed Samian jars.
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Documontatlon of items in Plate

In Plate are shown anphoras and amphora fragments tentatively identified as

illustrating the Samian container shape from the early 6th to the 3rd century B.C.;

also amphorae represented on Samian coins datable in the 5th century B.C. (nos. 6,7,8)

and possibly in the early 4th (12), and in a Samian stamp (10). Note that the ^rs

and fragment, 2, 4, 9, and 11, were photographed in Samos, Scale; 1 • 10 for

amphoras whole and fragmentary; 1 : 1 for stamps 16, 17, also (approximately) 14;

2 : 1 for stamp 10; 3 : 1 for coins. The amphora in 15 Is not to scale.

1. Marion, Cyprus, Tomb 83, 3; see S.C.E., II (see above, note 45), p. 423,3;

cf, p. 417, fig. 181 (finds in situ); amdsxwg8s8s8s also ibid., pi. CXXXII (85,3)

for a large photograph, sharp but the jar is not in profile; and see S.C.B., IV, 2,

fig. LVII, no. 25, for an outline drawing. The eunphora is assigned to the second
early

burial period of its tomb, called eaply Cypro-Archaio II, see S.C.B., II, p. 424, and

the end of Cypro-Archaio I is dated "shortly after 570 B.C.," see S.C.S., IV, 2,

p. 467. The jat is in the Cyprus liuseum in Nicosia, where it was photographed for

me by the Department of Antiquities, by kindness of A. H. S. Itogaw, then Director

of Antiquities,

Ht. 0.^ (see S.C.E., II, p. 423).

2. From the sea, seen and photographed in December 1968 in Pythagorelon (Tigani)

at the home of Katina Gerani, who aftei*ward sold it to me at a generously low price

so that it could be given to the museum of Pythagoreion, where it now is; it had

been for many years in the Gerani house.

Ht. 0.434, diam. 0.27; of the handles, width by thickness 0.032 by 0.019,
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0»031 X 0«017, and Kt» 0»07, 0«075i On "th© littl© jar itself, though not in the

photograph, an offset is clear at the base of the neck. The hollow of the interior

comes down below the upper edge of the toe as see from the outside,

3, Agora Excavations, P 24869, from the lowest part of well deposit Q 12 ; 3,

Of. H. A. Thompson in Heaperia^XXIV, 1955, pp.62-66 for a preliminary notice on the

well. It contained no figured pottery later than 490 B.C. according to the listing

in Agora XII.

Ht, 0,56, diam, 0,37j handles 0.037 X 0,021, with ht, oa, 0,11, For details

of shape, see Fig, 2, 4; note grooves below rim, sligVit offset at base of neck,

slight taper of neck downward, finger impressions at base of handles, and the

hollow of the interior that falls below the top of the foot as seen from the out

side, Clay pinkish buif, micaceous, with vestiges of a light slip (?) like a

bloom. The inside is smeared near the mouth,

4, From the sea (?), seen and photographed in October 1958 at the home of

Angola Andonousou in Tigani (now Pythagoreion) whore it had been in use for drink

ing Water for three years,

Ht, 0,589, Stated by the owner to take 3 times the contents of her Stamnos •

as this latter was oalled a 9-oke stamnos. then altogether 27 okes or oa. 34,600 eo

Noted (in 1958) as having small thin handles, a somewhat worn ring toe, and a
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graffito (opsilon?) at tha oentar of the shoulder; it was said also to have had

letters in paint, at first. Note in the photograph slight offsets below the rim

and probably near the base of the neok; also a slight narrowing of tho neok toward

the shoulder.

For graffiti on amphora fragments in Saraos, of. Tec'nnau (op.oit. in note 25

above), p.30, with fig.22.

5. Agora Excavations, P 18988, from well deposit C 19 ; 9, filling listed

in Agora XII as datable ca. 425-400 B.C.

Ht. 0.691, diam. 0.3S4; handles 0,039 X 0.02 , 0.042 X 0.02, with ht.

ca. 0.16. For details of shape, see Fig. 2, 2; note a slight offset at the base

of the neok (which does not taper dovmward); and no finger improssions on the lower

attachments of the handles; the hollow of the interior nearly roaches, but does not

dip below, the top of the foot as seen from the outside. Clay reddish with white

bits and almost no mica. Dipinto; in red a vertical stroke im the neck under one

of the handles,

reverse of

6. Cast ofj^silvar coin of Bamos in Oxford, trihemiobol, Barron, pi, XVI,

I am obliged to Mr. Barron for the photograph,
no. 4b. Cf. ibid., oataloguo p. 198, and text, p.71. See above, note 62, *5*1

7. Reverse of silver coin of Samos in the British Museum, trihemiobol, see

British Museum Catalogue, Ionia, pl.X>:XV, no.9, and of, Barron, p.198, no, Sa (not
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illustrated). See above, note 62. I am obliged to Mr. M.J.Price of the British

Museum for the photograph. 3:1.

8. Cast of reverse of silver coin of Samos in Berlin, trihemiobol, Barron,

pi, XVI, 2a. Of. ibid., catalogue p.198 and text p. 71. See above, note 62i I

am obliged to Mr. Barron for the photograph. 3:1.

9. From the sea, seen and photographed in October 1958 in Tigani (now Pyth-

agoreion) at the home of Ourania Bouza.

Ht. 0.74. For details of shape of a similar jar (or parts of two suoh), sea

Fig. 3, 3; the development of certain features, e.g. the slightly longer and

more curving handles, and the slightly longer and more flaring toe, suggest that

the shape in PI. , 9, is a little later than that in Fig.3, 3.

10. Stamp on handle of Samian (?) amphora, impressed on ^ of the foregoing

catalogue of stamped handles, vjhioh seo for description. 2:1.

f 11. Kastro, Tigani (now Pythagoreion), I 567 from excavations of the German

Archaeological Institute before 1929. A monogram stamp on one handle has been

published before, though without a photograph: see above, 53 of our catalogue

of Samian stamped handles*for the publication reference, and PI, for a photo

graph.

Preserved ht. of fragment, 0,17; of handle to the left, width by thioknesB

I
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0,038 X 0,028, and ht, ca, 0,135 (handla to the right, which had beon glued into

place, waG out of place in 1968), Note -nushrooni rim, neck that tapers slightly

to an abrupt articulation with the shoulder, short-topped, non-rising handles

that draw in a bit below, i.e, they are fairly parallel to the neokj the stamp

is on the outside of the curve. Clay fine, dark reddish buff, with some white

bits, and a little mica on visible patches of the surface,

12. Obverse of bronze coin of Samos in the British Museum, Sir H. Weber

Coll, 6308, Of, Barren, p,73, note 16, a list of examples of this series, another

of which (Paris 2369, he tells me) Barren illustrates in his pi, X7II, lower right

comer, I am obliged to the Trustees of the British Museum for permission to

publish a photograph of this coin, apparently not illustrated before, and to

Mr, M,J.Price for the photograjjh, 3:1,

13, Rhodes, in storage with the Archaeological Service, temporary inventory

number M2 493, found in the course of building operations in the oity of Rhodes

in May 1964,

Preserved ht, (a littlo more than shows in PI. , but the bottom is missing),

0,725, diam, 0,492; handles 0,044 X0,022^^ Note mushroom rim, very short-topped
toward

handles, taper of neck •6988P& shoulder. Clay yellowish at surface. ^

14, Impression as from an engraved ring on one handle of the amphora of IS,
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set on the outside of the curve, -"^presented is perhaps a facing head; much of

the surface of the stamp seems to be eroded. I am greatly obliged to the ephor,

Mr. Konstantinopoulos, for having this stamp photographed for me.

15. Amphora T/.ith prow stamp in the collection of Domosthenes Haviaras in

reproduced
Syme, The collector holds his amphora. Photograph, taken before 1922,,by the

kindness in 1957 of Elizabeth Haviara-Apokotou, daughter of the collector. Of

the actual amphora, preserved ht. (tfith toe missing), 0,777; diam, 0.35, One

KfcxnpDcii&x handle bears a stamp with prow device; see 16.

16, Stamp on handle of the amphora in 15: Hauaj i'pa(xo<;) around prow,

17. Another example of the same stamp type as 16, to, a handle in the

benaki collection, Alexandria (Sam ABC V), in which the device is more fully

impressed.
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V.R.Gmce, "Samian Amphoras"

footnotes - 1

. 1 ,
NtH<ira A. Xapiapa, "'EvcycppdricrTot AapaC 'Apxarcuv SaptaKSv

'Apqpopfojv MtHpaataTtHdv *HuepoXdrt ov tou 1911 Hupi'a.; *E\i-
vq^ S. SPopdovou, aek, 3-6,

2

of the toarlcM, Phno^ppM-nl -ool,ty for 19S9 (lQ«r„ (heroin-

after cllea .race I9a0), p. 475, 1^. for 1964 (1965). pp.516-599, ArchaeeW.

19, 1966, pp. 966-988 (taken fro. pp. 1-5 of the Keneletter of heroh. 1966. of the
i«rloan Re.earoh Center in E^ypt, the tett abridged, lUuet^tton. added), there

are further notee in Ph. Brnnean, ed., 5aloratl^ArohdoIo.lone do 94...

L'llot d. la aaleon de. Come^dlene. Barie, 1970, p. 285. This latter reins, i, ^

herein-^fter ealled 9^, oontains, pp.'̂ -2S2, aohapter on Oreek amphora
stamps by V.K.Graoe and aria Sarvatlanou Petropoulakou.

Note that in aia^, and in earlier publioaJ.ions by V.R.Graoe, Luoa. benaki.s
name has resnlarly been spelled "Benaohi". the Italianate form used by him ahll,

resident in Alexandria,

Per fhll referenoe. for other short title, used in this artiol.
la tnis artiole, see footnotes

belo. as follomsi teoraM, .ee our note 26, Amphoras. not. »»«»-t. 36, A^shoas. not, 34, 'Barren,

Tareua t ^
llead-Hin, note 13, laorolr, not. IS, ^7not. 46, Sohede, note

note 19} Teohnau, note 25} Zeeat, note 45,
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footnotes - 2

t)

Hera, as at other key points of the investigations leading to this article,

the contribution of the former Miss Savvatianou has not been limited,to normal

research assistance. That we know the material that is the kernel of this study

is due first to the sympathetic relations she quickly established for our group

with the Haviaras family, then to her enterprise in undertaking the stormy voyage

to Syme in the fall of 1968, then tint to admirable performance in the classification

and recording of this, to us, almost entirely new material in the short time between

calls at Syme of the only available island boat. Recording included photography

of nearly the whole collection, with no failures, and with appreciation of the

original content and quality of the individual pieces, despite the small size of many

types and the bad preservation of many impressions.

4

See Grace I960, especially pp. 474-475.

5

Of the collection of Nikitas Haviaras, rubbings were taken of all the stampt,

also notes on the fabric and dimensions of the handles except for the two Rhodian;

also photographs of all but five (two of which were the Rhodian).* In the absence

Nikitas Haviaras*

of*SFfH^f' daughter (now married and living in Sgypt), Mrs. Petropoulakou was

given every assistance and kindness by Miss Sleni Apokotou, his niece, as also
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by Dr» Kostas Pharmakidea, dentist of Syms, who had bean a close friend of Nikitaa

Haviaraa during his last years, and had assisted Mr, Haviams in a study published

posthumously, a first volume on the monasteries of Syme (Athens, 19b2, the press of

D, Prankiadakis and Chr, Pratseskakia)♦ For a copy of this book by her father, I

am gmteful to Maria Haviara-Katsimbri, From the introduction we leam that it is

a part-realization of a work on Byzantine and post-Byzantine remains in Syme planned

for their years after retirement by the brothers Nikitas and Michael when they

finished at Athens University and went to be sohoolmasteis of Gre k communities in

the Sudan and in Alexandria, Lucas ^enaki tells me that Michael died in the 1950*b,

From the Denaki collection, on which see note 2; 1, 2, 9, 12, 13, 25 and 26,

Fran the German excavations on Samosi 8, 10-11, 42 and 53j of these the last was

found in the Kastro of Tigani, the rest at the Heraion, Prom Naukratis, now in the

British Museum: H, From Kos: From Pella: From Memphis, now in the

University Museum, University of Pennsylvania: 17, For permission

to publish these stamps, and for nuoh courtesy and assistance during the taking of

records and later, I am muoh Indebted to Mr, BensGci, to Professors Buschor, Homn-

Wedeking and Jantzen of the German Archaeological Institute in Athens, to Dr. Barbara

Philip£*hi (in 1958) and Ur. N, Zapheiropoulos and Mr, K, Tsakos of the Arohaeologi-

T . 1'
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cal Service in Samos, 1:0 Dr« John Kondis (in 1957) and Dr. G. Konstantinopoulos

of the Archaeological Service in the Dodekanese, to iJr. Ch. Uakaronas of the

Archaeological Service in Macedonia, excavator at Pella (retired), and to the author

ities and staff of the British and Pennsylvania University Museums.

7 25, 46, 48, 54 , 55 , 62.
On some of my obligations, see below, notes 9, 13, 15, 20,

77; also the captions of Figures 2 and 3; alsd the oatalc^ue text on 41 and 62-63, i
*ih«x«!pfclxKKX>&3B4gniCB;<:£!4 *
add here ny thanks to,Mrs. Barbara Clinkenbearxi for checking references for me.

8

For descriptions of the Individual types, and of the handles on which they

appear, see the catalogue at the end of this article.

9

J, P. Barren, The Silver Coins of Samos, London, 1966 (referred to in this art-

iole as Barren). I am obliged to tar. Barren for several informative letters; and

see further, note 62,

10

Adoubtful fifth type is represented hy the badly impressed (rectangular)

stamp on X489, listed below, note 22, among illegibles from the Haviaras collection,

11
See Barren, pi. XXII, trihemiobols 1-3, obverses; see text p. 114 (,»ith

mention of the necklace). The reverses of these coins are compared with the obverses

of tetradrachms of Zenodotos, who is dated (see table, p.lOt) ca. 370-365 B.C. The
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later Hera heads, however they face, seem not to have the necklaoe.

12
See note 20.

IS

Of. B.V.Head, rev, G.F.Hill, A Guide to the Principal Coins of the Groeks.

London, 1932^(referred to in the rest of this article as Uead-Hill), pl,44, 9;

pi. 46, 10; pl.47, 8 and 9, Cf, L. Laoroix, Les Reproductions des Statues sur

les Monnaies Grecques. La Statuaire Arohaique et Classique, Liege, 1949, pp. 176-

192, on Artemis of Ephesos; and pp. 146-147 on the hanging fillets of Asiatic

goddesses. For a gem with the figure of the Ephesian, see H. Thiersch, Artemis

Bphesia, Berlin, 1935, pi. XLVII. For a similar figure identified as Artemis

Leukophryene, cf. British Museum Catalogue of Coins, Ionia, pi. 19, no. 5 (coin

of magnesia after 190 B.C.). Mrs. Petropoulakou has called my attention to comment

on the type of the Oriental goddess in connection with a new acquisition in the Boston

Museum of Fine Arts, see Cornelius ''̂ ermeule, in the Classical Jounial, 63, 1967,

pp. 58-59, and p. 56, fig. 8.

I owe ny acquaintance with Lacroix's book, together with many helpful suggestions

in connection with problems raised during the preparation of this article, to

Professor Evelyn B, Harrison. She is of course not responsible for any unnttributed

opinions in this article.
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14
See British Museum Catalogue Ionia, pi,37, 2 (of, Head-Hill, pi, 48, 16),

period of Coramodus,

15 ^
Professor Harrison called my attention to this liklihood. On garments worn

/S

by the Samian goddess, see C, miohel, Reoueil d*Inscriptions Greoques, Bmjssels,

1900, p,b78, no, 852, an inventory of the temple of Hera, dated 346/5 B.C. (by an

archon in Samos and by the Athenian arohon Arohias), I owe the reference to

Professor Henry S, Robinson,

Anfcbftsis, V, 3, 12,

17

Of. Head-Hill, pi, 20, 54, of, text, p, 36 (Salamis, Cyprus, 551-332 B.C.);

pi, 28, 17, cf, text, p,51 (the same city, 331-310 B.C.); pi, 34, 30, of, text,

pp. 60-61 (Sinopo, 220-183 B.C.); pi. 34 , 34, of, text, p, 61 ({.{arathos, Phoenicia,

279 B.C.); pi. 40, 15, of, text, p,72 (Snyma, 190-133 B.C.),

18

On these various devices see Barren's index under symbols and types. For

barley cakes in Samian xitl ritual, see below, on the festival at Samos,

19
Chinaware actually from China was commonly stocked in General Stores in

as recently asMiddle Western Americansixty years ago, as I have been informed by lir, Ralph
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Griswold, who remsmbers playing when a child with the huge casks in which it had

been shipped from China.^ ^ .
Professor B, D, Meritt notes that it came to our coastE

by Clipper Ship from the late 18th century onward. tsCi

On "Vasa Samia", see F, 0. Waage, Antiquity. XI, 1937, pp. 46-55; numerous

passages from latin authors are assembled on pp. 54-55. Cf. M. Rostoytzoff, The

Social and Bconoiaic History Jttjrjtaaqtx of the Hellenistic World, Oxford, 1941, pp.

1478-1479, note 66, for further referencesj also H. Goldman and others. Excava

tions at OBzlfl Kule, Tarsus, I, Princeton, 1950, pp.186-187 (F.F^ Jones). The

volume is referred to as Tarsus I in the rest of this article. Those publications

are partly concerned with the possibility of identifying mi an arohaeologioally

known ware with the "Samian" of the Romans. On this question, see further below.

53

note jili and accompanying text.

20

nr. Boardman writes (December 2, 1968); "I would expect that they were

all impressed by metal finger rings. This seems the usual practice on, for instance

loomweights, and the fact that you seem never to have trace of the hoop at each

end would be expUined by the date, since by then the hoop usually runs straight

back from the bezel. . , For the sort of rings, slightly earlier, see Olynthos

X, pis. 26-27." The rings there illustrated are mostly of bronze. Ccmments by

Mr. Boardman are quoted in the catalogue text below as well as in the general

%
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ooramentary above. He is not to be held responsible for any of iny actual text,

which he will not have read.

21

See Head-Hill, pi. 28, no. 19, a coin struck by Ptolemy Soter, as ruler

of Egypt, between 311 and 304 B.C., accoirding to the text, ibid., p. 51, where

also is the identification of the statue of Athena Alkis. For Newell's slightly

earlier date for this coin, see note 33. For a recently published, and as yet

unidentified, bronze coin found in Samothraco having this figuee, see Hesperia

XXXVII, 1988, pi. 59, b, of. text, pp. 201-202 (j. R, lacCredie).

22

X 476, with circular stamp, diam. ca. 0.017, with traces of a wreath (?)

round outer part; X 489, part of a rectangular stamp, with part of a prow (?)•

X 490, part of a circular (?) stamp, with monogram (?)j X 508, small part of /

circular stamp. X 507 is a handle found with the rest, but it is unstamped.

X 476, with wreath (?), may be compared with Agora SS 10912, which has a /

circular stamp with wreath round the outer part and an uncertain device in the

midrdle. Though of about the sanw size, the two stamps do not appear tws to come

from the same die. SS 10912, which comes from a disturbed latter 4th century B.C.

deposit, by its fabric is possibly also Samian; see further below, oh shapes

and clay of Samian amphoras.
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23

The t7io Rhodian are X 508, with illegible rectangular stamp, and X 509

which has the reading ['Ayae^p/xlou/^^"®®"® right (restored from rubbings
/ ^

of better examples in the Benaki collection in Alexandria; for a published

example of probably the same type, see It. P. Nils son. Timbres Amphoriques de

IjindO£, Copenhagen, 1909, p«349, no. 4, 1). Known handles endorsed by this

fabrioant are few, datable in the 2nd century B.C., not early. X 504, of un-

knovm origin, reads perhaps ^ 0.023; buff clay, red at core,

having small black bits). Note that we found no Knidian in this collection,

although Haviaras states (see above) that ho discovered "two or throe", in

general to reconcile our findings with his reference to "all 63 handles"

(again see his quoted text); '.Trs, Petropoulakou gave numbers to the Nikitas

Haviaras six collection following the series given by us in 1957 to a part of

the collection of Demosthenes Haviaras, so that Nikitas Haviaras» handles are

. /T.X (for Xapiaplfq ) 441-509, or 69 handles. If we omit X504 , 508, and 509

(the non-Samian listed in this note), also 2 or 3 listed in note ^ as having

little or no stamp, and/or possibly our we are in agreement as to the number

of Samian in the collection, fact which has some importance for definite identi

fication of the group.
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24

Note that the Pythagoreion referred to by Haviaras.at the end of his article

quoted at the beginning of ours, is not the town (whioh was not so named in his

day) but the Gymnasion (secondary school) of this name, which was, and still is,

in Vathy, the present-day capital of the island.

25
n ij-j, _,^ „ excavated sites in SamosComposition of tha amphora stamps from both^silias together through 1957;

81Samian, 4 (our^, ^O-H, W); later Samian (?), 1 (see below, note mention

of I 933); Rhodian, 390; Koan, 21; Knidian, 9; Zenon ^roup, 6(of which 2 are

dnoertain while the other 4 are of the type with two-letter abbreviation; see

Hesperia XJOCII, 1963, p,331 with note 25); Chian, 4 (of which one is from a

lagynos); Sinopean, 1 (I 566 plus 579, neck with two stamped handles, of Grakov»8

earliest period); Parian and Thasian, 1 eacfe; Roman (latin), 1; unclassified,

62; total, 500. A few more may bo transferred from the "unclassified" to the

aPi»a«no. I 861, 954 , 936. of. .leo Ulow. not. 77.

Alargo proportion (about 55 per cent) of the Rhodian belong to the early

period before months began to be named on Rhodian amphorae, i.e. before ca. 275

B.C. according to my present belief, of. Delos 27 (see above, note 2), pp. 291-

293. Trade relations following 322 B.C. were no doubt affected by the previous

hospitality of Rhodians to Samians during the time of exile of these fatter (of
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A. Maiuri, Nuova Silloga Splgrafioa di Rod! e Cob, Firenza, 1925, pp.3-4, no.lj

and Hillar, the article "Rhodoa", in Pauly-V/issom, Supplomentband V, Stuttgart,

1931, p. 778). Ihodian stampsd handles of this period are relatlToly unoonimou

at other sites save on Rhodes itselfj though numerous in Alexandria, these early

Ehodian are a small percentage of the huge total of Rhodian handles found at that

site.

An inscription records also a Koan citizen as benefactor to the Samians in

exile, of. M. Schede, Atfa. Rlitt., XLIV, 1919, p. 5, P. So it is interesting to

note that the number of Xoan in Samos, although these are far fewer than the Rhodian,

is still relatively large; the proportion, 4,2 per cent of the total, is more than

twice that of this class in Alexandria, more than 4 tiiass that in Athens, and

apparently 40 times that in Rhodes. Of. Grace 1960 (see note 2 above), pp. 473-474^

and 476, for percentages and figures on Koan at various sites} the figures for

Alexandria given in Year Book of the American Philosophical Society for 1955 (1956),

p. 323, should be adjusted for the greatly increased Benaki collection, see

Archaeology, 19, 1966, p. 286,

- SamiansFor other benefactors of the mentioned in inscriptions, of, below, notes

28 (on a ilagnesian) and SB (on a Macedonian),

figures
The figix** given for stamped handles on Samos are based on records made

there in 1958, with permission and much facilitation from Dr. Buschor, and from

Dr. Barbara Philippaki for the Graok Archaeological Service. A total of 30

handles aotuftlly from both sites in Samoa (despite the title of the publioajdon)

had been included by Tf, Teohnau in his article, "Grieohisohe Keramik in Samisohen

Heraion," Ath, Mitt,, LIV, 1929, pp. 6-64, see especially pp. 58-63, In this

connection it is curious that Rostovtseff (opcolt. in note 19 above, p,1486, note
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97) remrks that Tachnau's publication reports a "large admixture of Sinopian

handles"; in fact, Teohnau lists (p.60 under "ll, Sinope") only the single item

later inventoried as I 566 plus 579 mentioned a* the beginning of this note.

Inventories of the handles from both sites were made after Tochnau^s publication,

I believe in 1939, by ii, iirede for the finds in Tigani and by F, Willemsen for

those from the Heraion (as I was informed by Dr. Busohor in 1958). Numbered in

the Inschriften series of the site, the stamps in the two inventories are

author

ized to taoord the earlier finds and also to continue the "I" series (now no

longer used for inscriptions) to cover the accumulation, again from both sites,

through the finds of 1957, I 863-1006. The total should be 506 instead of 500

in the analysis at the beginning of this note; but in fact following wartime

i^sturbance of the Heraion storeroom we were unable in 1958 to identify some 30

of the handles inventoried from the site, /^hare readings could be made (from

Dr. Willemson's careful drp^ijings) the missing items have boon included in our

figures, but there remains the small residue of unidentified items, in the

operation of 1958, the undersigned was aided by Maria Sawatianou (ef. note 3)

and also by Andreas Dimoulinis. I take this occasion to thank Mr. Dimoulinis not

only for his full share in our rather heroic work-period of 4 and 1/2 days in
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Samoa at that time, but also for much elsa he has contributed to this article,

the processing of records, the compilation of figures, in particular the original

profiles from -sThich the drawings in Figures 2 and S were made, and finally, mafiy

checks in the text of the article.

Unfortunately there has not been time to make the records that would be nec

essary for a fully up to date statement on stamped handles found on Samos, But

by the kindness of Professor Jantzen, 1 hhve been able, in a short visit late in

1968, to look through more recent finds at Pythagoreion (Tiganft) and to see that

here in any case no further stamps recognized as Samian seem to have been found,

while at the same time Siierds from the excavation tend to confirm at least one of

our identifications of Samian amphora shapes. Addendum, April 1970; see under
in the catalogue below for mention of a now handle with Samian stamp which was
apparently a surface find in the Pytnagoreion area.

To the above figures from two sites on Samos, we must now add (see note 23)

69 from a separate site, of which 2 are Rhodian, 1 unclassified, and most if not

all of the other 66 are probably Samian. For the precise place of discovery of

these fragments, certain of Nikitas Haviams* words as reported by Dr. Pharmakidea

have suggested to me a possible identification which I should like to see properly

investigated.

26

I am so infoirmed by Mr. Boerdman, who cited for instance 59 as a type which
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might have bean called Greco-Roman, Other context nov7 available for certain gem-

impressions on amph )ra handles should also be presented, since it would pnoduoe

modifications in the current dating of ring or gem types; for instance the date

suggested by a visiting expert in 1957 for the typo of Hesperia III, 1934, p. 291,

no, 378 (Victory before a trophy - correct the identification in the publication)

was Augustan, whereas a duplicate has been found in Agora deposit J 11 ; 1, a

deposit dated 340 B.C, and earlier in B. Sparkes and L, Talcott, The Athenian Agora.

XXI, Black Glaged and Plain lares of the Classical Period, This volume is hereafter

in this artacle called Agora XII; it is not yet out, and I cite deposit dates

from its manuscript.

27

See B.V, Head, Historia Nummorum, 2nd ed,, Oxford, 1911, p, 605| and

Barren (of, note ?1), pp. 118, 135,

28

For humped bulls in coins of Asia Minor of about the same period, of, o,g

Head-Hill, pi, 27, 13 (Seleukos I) and pi. 28, 28 (Magnesia), Note that a

Magnesian (but of whioh magnesia?) was one of those honored by the Samians by a

proxeny decree after their return in 322 B.C., for support during their exile,

Cf. note 25 above; of Sohede's article there cited, p. 12, H. refers to a Magnesian
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29
References for photographs are to A.-M, and A. Bon, Les Timbres

A^pHnr'icues de Thasos, Paris, 1957. For the dates of two-name stamps, see

Grace in Hesperia, Supplement X, pp. 122-135, on finds from the Filling of
from stratification in Thasos,

Assembly Place III of the Pnyx. For recent conffirmation^see Y. Garlan in

B.G.H., XC, 1966, pp.586-652, especially pp. 642-645. Of. Delos 27, pp.

554-356.

30

Bon 703 has the legend on the two short sides of the rectangle, a

feature of that period, «# of. Hesperia, Supplement X, pi.58, nos. 57 and 58j

11003, the illustrated example of Bon 703, came from Agora deposit

0-R 7-10, the construction filling of the Square Peristyle, dated 4th century

B.C., and mostly of the third quarter, in Agora XII. See also the catalogue text

at the end of this article under 41 for what seems to be a context of the second

half of the 4th century B.C. for some pottery measures found at Phanagoria

which bear stamps related to that of

31
None were found In the Pnyx Filling of Period III, on which see Hesperia.

Supplement X, pp. 6, 119, 122-123, 171. Monograms of a sort however were found

in Agora deposit J 11 : 1 (see note 26): SS 11327, 11340, 11392-11393 (unpub

lished).
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32

Se® B« T. Newell on "Pallas Promachos" in Amer. Num. Soo. N. Mon., 19,

1923, p. 29j cited by lacroix, op. oit., p.116, not® 2, on tetradrachms struck

at Amphipolis in 326/325 B.C.

33

315 is Newoll's date for the Soter coin, cf, Lacroix, op. cat.» fx^ijsxx

p, 317. Cf. also the catalogue text below under 54-^. For the Pamathenaics of

36S/2, soo J. D. Boazloy, The Development of Black Figure, Darkoley and Los

Angelas, 1951, p. 98.

34

34

For the 4th oontuiry Chian amphora, of, V.R.Grace, Amphoras and the Ancient

Wine Trade, ISxcavations of the Athenian Agora, Picture Book no. 6, Princeton,

U
1961 (hereinafter referred to as Amphoras). For the 4th century siren, see

A
Hasperia, Supplement X, pi. 77, no. 226, from the Pnyx Filling of Assembly Place

III. For a parallel in 4th century sculpture for the pose of our figure in 6^

and 63, of. for instance the relief on the Inscribed treaty between Athens and

Kerkyra, Athens, National Museum, 1467, dated oa. 370 B.C. in S. Karouzou,

National Archaeological Museum Collection of Sculpture. Athens, 1968, p.lSlj

the relief is^illustrated for instance in G. M. A. Richtor, AHandbook of Greek Art. 6th edition,

. The figure in 62 and 63 rather combines the psses of
1969, p. 165, fig* 222
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the two figures in the tfceaty relief.

35

See Ch. Habicht, Ath. lAitt., 72, 1957, pp.159, 260.

I

V. , •

*•

L

A.-

36

Anabasis, Loeb translation, V, III, 7, ff. For the pleasure of festival

Athenaios

at the Heraion itself, see Nikainetos (2nd century B.C.) apud Athenaeus, Deipao-

Eophiets, XV, 675. For amphora stamps which apparently identified the produce

of a sanctuary, cf. Delos 27, under no. E 252.

37

G. Daux, B.C.H., L, 1926, p. 214, no. 1, lines 5-6.

38

See above, text v/ith note 21, on the uacedonian associations of this type,

Sohede's

For homagA to a Macedonian after 322 B.C., see p.11, U, of jexandbeoAs article cited

in note 25.

39
From the doscriptioiB in the catalogue the expressions "short-topped" or

"ourving down quickly" of Mrs. Petropoulakou's notes in Syme have been omitted,

as they appear very commonly. A few handles (e.g. 55) do rise a little from

the upper attachment. For such of the Haviaraa-class handles as I have been able

to handle, chiefly those of the Benaki collection, these aire certainly very short-

topped and without any rise from the attachment.

/
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40

For scales, Eeasuramants, ocmtexts, and other docurasntation of iteins in

Dooumentation

•Plate , see the of this plate at the end of this article, follow

ing the catalogde of Sanian stamped handles.

41

See Amphoras, fig. 48, for an old-style Chian amphora -ivith swelling nook

depicted in a stamp impressed on a new-style Chian amphora with straight neok.

Unpublished stamps of th'=> Rhodian fabricant ntUTO*;, datable perhaps early in

second half

the thJczdxgiKxrtKX of the 3rd century, have as device an amphora wpoh is certainly

not a contemporary Khodian shape (which should be about that shown In Amphoras.

fig. 32), but, with its indication of relatively heavy rim and long tapering body,

is oansidorably more like a Rhodian shape of at least 50 years earlier, only recently

identified but now known in several hundred examples found in a wreck off Kyrenie

in Cyprus; see Archaeology, 21, 1968, p.l72 for a drawing, and cf, Delos 27. p.agg,

with note 4. On the wreck, see also below, note 68.

42
See J. Boehlau, Aus lonisohen muLs und Italisohen Nekropolen. l^iptig, issg,

pp. 10 ff., on the Samos cemetery; and p. 25, fig. 16. for the outline drawing of

the amphora shape reproduced at a larger scale in our Figure 1, 1, Boehlaa cites the

use in Sicily of amphoras as urns or coffins for the burial of children; but he

could not believe that those in Samos had been used In this way, since no bones
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had bean found in them. However the bones of small infants are apt to crumble away

leaving little or no trace, and sinoa no such interments were otherwise found,

among 100 intact graves, we may take it that that is what the amphoras had bean used

for. For burial in amphoras of the classical period, cf. more recently MuXcnva

r. VuXojvd, npaHTtHff,
l!I TpauXpu, UpaHriHil, 1352, pp. 68-59; and 1954, p, 59;

both are on amphora burials of infants in illeusis.

43

See Boehlau, op, oit., pp. discussion of the shape of the

amphoras. Of his referanees, the rounder shape (like our Plate , 3 and 4) is

L

Petrie^s Tanis II (iJaphna^), pi. 33, 1 (l correct from Boehlau*8 "pi. 23, 1"); this

is our Figure 1, 3, The shape Boehlau refers to that has a narrow lower body is

Petria'a Tanis II, pi. 34, 39, and his Naukratis I, pi, 16, 2; the latter is our

Fig4® 2. For the scale in Figure 1, in order to roach an approximate 1 ; 10,

nos. 2 and 3 have been reduced reapeotively from the 1 ; 5 and 1 ; 8 stated on

the pages of Petria'a publication/ drawings; the ht. of no. 2 is estimated to hare

been oa. 0.42, and that of no. 3, if its foot were restored, oa, 0.624; while no.l

has been set at the halfway point within the range given by Boehlau of 0.40 to 0,60

for amphoras of this kind in the cemetery, that is, it has been enlarged to 0.05 for

an estimated ht. of 0.50, Boehlau remarks that in the Samos cemetery not unconcnon *
I?
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were also oval aaphoras lika Naukratia I, pi. 15 (it should be 16), 4, and Tanis II,

pi, vifyyifaex 33, 2; these shapes are archaic Chian,

44

See note 40.

45

The jars cited are as follows; Agora P 24870} Marion, Tomb 71, 6 (a. Gjerstad

and others. The Swedish Gypmis Expedition, hereafter called S.C.B., II, Stockholm,

1935, pi. LiCKV, 1, center pot, of, text, p. 393); Marion, Tomb 80, 17 (S.G.B., II,

LVII
pi. IdXIX, 2} bettor, ibid«, pi. CXXXII, 15} also S»C»B., IV, 2, fig.^S, 6, an out"

line drawing, not a profile; cf, text, S.C.E. , II, p. 416); I. B. Zoest, Pottery

Containers from the Bosporos, Moscow, 1960, pi. I, no, 3, cf. text, p. 70 (in pl.l,

see esfeoially the detailed drawing of the foot, which is not accurately incorp

orated in the drawing of the Jar as a whole),

F 24870 is barely visible in Amphoras. fig. 35 (the highest Jar); ona can see

that its nook Is not quite so sharply articulated below as that of its mate in

Plate , 3» Of the two Jars from Marion, the one from Tomb 71 is more elongated

in nock and body then Tomb 80, 17, and probably a little later; bat the context in

each case is called "later part of Cypro-Archaio ll" or early 5th century B.C. On

aiine. Zeest'e amphora from Kymphaia, eoe further below, text with note 55,
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46

P 14694 comes from Agora well S 21 ; 2, a deposit dated 600-570 B.C. in Agora XII.

The fragment bears a graffito lambda. I quote from its inventory description: "Very

mioaoeouB oinammon-brown clay. Single letter, heavily scratched on neck before baking,7

For the short-necked, round-bodied amphora which I saw in Pythagoreion in December,

1968, I am grateful to Mr, John Nettos for sending me a photograph of it soon after
\

. \ > •

my visit; and to Mrs, King for measuring its height, 0,545, during her visit

to the island in April, 1979,

47
The two in Pythagoreion are in the collection of Mr, and "Irs. Sartakoulias •

photograph numbers VG 691,18 and 19; heights rospectinely 0,445 and 0,455, I am

grateful to the owners for their kindness and courtesy in arranging for me to make

records of these and other amphoras in their collection. For North Slope AP 1491

stored with the amphoras from the Agora, see C. Roebuck, Resperia, 1940^ p, 258^

/ y -/
fig, 61, no, 335, of, tost, p, 257, Agora P 3609 (preserved height 0,415) comes

from well deposit 1 14 : 1, dated ca, 625-570 B.C. in Agora XTI.

48

Jar in the collection of Colonel Hadjistavris in Kalyranos} photograph no.

VG 392,8. I am most grateful to the owner for arranging for me and my assistant

Miss Sawatianou to record amphoras not only from hi# own large collection but also

from other collections in the island. We thank him also for a very interesting
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visit to tho many othsr antiquities of the island.

Possibly to be associated with this series is a rather small amphora in Syme

in the collection of bemosthanes Haviaras, photograph no, VG 407,26, ht, 0,62,

diam, 0.363, ht, of handles (which are delicate), ca, 0,095,

49

The relief line of this fold is easily visible in the published photograph

of the Worth Slope jar, see reference in note 47,

50

Por the Thasian, of, Bon, op. oit.in note 29 above, p, 21, fig, 5; and I, B,

Zeeat, op, oit,, pis, VII-VIIl, etc.

51

See above, note 47, Agora P 3609 is open on the break below, but this method

of broaching ddes not seem to have been successful in the case of AP 1491, and a

hole (through which a pencil fits) was bored through from a little to one side.

I cannot attempt in this article to follow the Samian amphora to the Roman

period, but will call attention to two container shapes the outsides of which are

familiar among finds from Roman Athens, but it may not have been generally noticed

that^as in our Samian here examined (see Fig, 2), the body hollow goes deeper than

the visible upper edge of the foot as seen outside, Theae are 1) the «io-handled

containers of which a study has been published by h, Lang, Ilesperia.XXlVf 1955,
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pp. 277-285; and see further H. S. R0binaon, The Athenian Agora. V, Pottery of the

Roman Period, Princeton, 1959, p. 17, under P (d5j and 2) the earlier part of the series

3M? of amphorsis with "tubular foot", see on the series Robinson, op. oit., p. 69, under

IK 113], but the foot is not well illustrated in this volujne, being in fact missing

from many of the pieces. In the later jars of this kind, the foot is hardly distinguish

able on the ^Bide, of. Amphoras, fig. 37, jar furthest right. But see Klio, 39,

1961, p. 297, no. 3, for a photograph of the rather earlier Agora P 25674, illustrated

by G. Kapitfin to show the restoration of amphora fragments from a wrock off the east I

coast of Sicily. Here the toe is distinct on the outside, while in^sertiS'̂ tTs''̂ ^
rather like Robinson's section drawing, _o£* oit.. pi, 75, p 822.

Both series need further sorting and study, in the light of additional material

now ayaiaablo; see for instance SSSliiaxXMgKXX Wot. Sa,, X, 1956, p. iss fig g

for more one-handlers,found in Syracuse, of which ono has a graffito, a good part

of Miss Lang's jugs are of noticeably micaceous clay. {Jar description of thi*^ l

top of her p. 278, could troll suggest a Samian ware, of. the discussion of Samian

clay that now follows in thi. article. la size, her jugs are probably comparable
some of

with our early fractional Samians: cf, hazxjrix . those in her pi. 79 T^ith theV wixn tna one

saown in our Plato , 2.

52

See W. Technau, op. oit. in note 25 above, p. 9

•7-

I
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53

For Zahn^a original euggastion, aae his aeotion on the pottary from Priena

in T. Wiagand and others, Priene, Berlin, 1904, pp. 430 (dosoription of the clay)

and 440-447. For later discussions of his hypothesia, see above, rafarancas in note

19.

54

I owe this information to Professor II. S. Robinson. He tells me that a

quantity of the so-callod "Bamian" war© has been found in Egypt, especially in old

Cairo.

isS

55

See I. B. Zeest, loo, oit. in note 45 above. The class fcaolated by Zahn

was ea^ly reoognijsed in finds on the north shore of the Black Sea, / cf, ian».

Knipowitsoh'a "Die Keramik RBmischer Zeit aua Olbia," Mat, z. r3m,-germ. Keramik.

IV, I, 1929, pp. 12 ff. In a letter of February 16, 1969, Mme, Zooat talla me

that the clay of her amphora is that known in the red-glazed Samian ware (i.e.

evidently that of Roman date), but also in painted pottery of the 6th-5th century

B.C. recognized as Samian. The class of amphorae (of her pi, I, no. 3) ia wide

spread in the Bosporos area in the second half of the 6th century and early 5th

century B.C., the p riod of lively communications of that area with the Ionian

cities. Their clay is pale and very micaceous and has a layered constiuotion

("ell* » dea couches").
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56

Cf. Amphoras, fig. 35, the bright jar in the foreground; y., Campbell,

Hesperia, VII, 1938, p.605, fig. 27, especially no. 192. Of the two olassee of

amphoras found in quantity in Corinth, there belong to the series sometimes

attributed to Coroyra, of, Grace apud Boulter, aesperia. XXII, 1953, p.108, under

no. 166. Note that Borhlau attributes to the amphoras from his cemetery an XlMBe

"Ionic shape erpecially exemplified in Corinthian pottery," see o£. cit. in note 42

pJ.44.p^or the shape as seen by Athenians, see the Syleus Painter's pointed amphora,

CYA, BruEsels, II, pi,8.

57

For notes on the proposed Attic soriea, following it iwdemx through the 5th

and into the AtkiXKUfi"? 4th century, see Grace apud Boulter (see note 56), pp. 101-102

no, 147. Much study and presentation remains to be done. For Ajrbio container

agiphoras of an earlier period, sea 3, Brann, The Athenian Ap:ora. VIII, Late (Geometric

and Protoattic Pottery. Princeton, 1962, pp. 32-33, under "Storage Jars"; see

refoi-onces there; for a sumrmry of the development of the earlier Attic oil jar

see especially Bi*.nn, ^tesperia, XXX, 1961, pp. 338—339, under nos. 40—41.

58

For a photograph of this amphora, see Brann, Agora VIII, pi, z, no. 28

(at 1 : 10); HI, pi,13, R 3 (somewhat large^, its heis-ht* O7e
PrOTi Agora well NiT ; 6, rrofessor Brann's Well R, dated by Ker (Hesoeria, X^ *
p. 98) to "perhap® somewhat after 700 B.C." *
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59
They are nos. 1495 and 1496 of the forthcoming A?;ora XII. Heights respect

ively 0.302 and 0.391. I am grateful to Lucy Taloott for information on these and

similar small jars, discussod in her text.

60

Agora P 21984 a (top) and b, published with a photograph of the top part in

Grace apud Boulter (see note 56), p.109 aid pl» ; a profile dravdng of

the foot at about 2 : 5 is shown ibid., p. 105. Context: Agora well N 7 : 3, of

which the pottery as a whole is published by C. Boulter, Hesperia, XXII, 1953, pp.

from the two fragments
59-115. Of the amphora made up as Figure 3, 1, of the present article, the height

has been restored as 0.648.

61

Agora P 25426, from deposit R 11 : 3. For an amphora toe from the same

deposit, and perhaps to be associated with this piece, see the text be^ow, comment

on Figure 5, 3.

62

1 em much obliged to Mr, Barron for dlscuBeing with me the dates of these

coins, as well as for sending me numerous photographs of casts, including the two

*

used in Plate • See Barron, pp. 71 and 92 for the requirements in dating the

, and the table, p. 48, for Barren's tetradraehm sequence and his
trihemiobols
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proposed dating of the sjnaller coins in rolation to the tetradrachms. My proposed

date of 468/7 B.C. for Plate , 6 (Barren's pi, XVI, 4b) rr.nkee it contemporary

with certain of Barren's tetradrachms, his Class III, pi. X, nos. 35-37, with olive

branch upright and circular incuse as in the trihemiobol. Our Plato , 7 (Barren,

p. 198, 3a) may perhaps be dated with Barron's Class IV, 460/459, again with olive

!
branch upright and circular incuse as in the trihemiobol. Our Plate , 8 (Barren's

pi. XVI, 2a) fflay bo as late as the tetradrachms of his Class VII with the letter theta '

which he dates 446/5 (his pi. XIV, 85 and 86)j these are the last with the reot-

angular incuse as in the trihemiobol; this latter has an inverted olive branch

which Boems not to be matched in any of the tetradrachms.

63
Thasos, Lazarides inv. no, 555Tt • from the excavations of 1950. I the

photograph and information to Mme. Lilly Kahil, who further told me that the amphora

haa apparently been found set in an earth floor, with blackfigure and redfigure

pottery near its mouth. Unpublished.

64
Deposit S 16 : 1. The area was excavated in May, 1965, by en expedition from

Brown University working in collaboration with the American School of Classical

Studies, soe K. R. HoUoway, Hesperia, XXXV, 1966, pp. 83-84 for the well. Of the
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27530 27531

amphora roetored as Figure 3,3, from the fragments P iJXjsjIJ and P jiSxSH, the height

is restored as 0.735. The deposit is dated ca. 425-400 B.C. in Agora,XII. Fig.3,3

may date near the beginning of this period.
65

Agora P 27547, neck fragment, also from deposit S 16 ; 1; P 28078, toe and

lower body, from deposit A-B 21-22 ; Ij P 26379, toe fragment, from deposit Q 15 • 2j

Kob B.E, 44, in the storeroom in the citadel (VG phot. 412.36); from the ^ra-

thon wreck, see J. Marcade, B.C.H., IXXVII, 1953, p. 141, figs. 3 c and d; the

Smyrna fragments, seen and photographed (VG 201.14) in Oojfober 1952 by the kindness

of J. M. Cook, and here mentioned by his permission, come from the excavations re

ported by Mr. Cook in B.S.A., 53-54, 1958-1959; see subsequent numbers of B.S.A.

for reports on various claasea of pottery from the site.

The toe P 26379 is attributed to this class with some hesitation. The style

hollow

as viewed from the outside resembles that of the toe of Figure 3, S, but the^interior
began

of the body of the jar wKSXxmiid well above the toe as visible outside, and the

fragment must come from a sswUx considerably larger amphora (diameter of the knob

0.075, as opposed to 0.06 for Figure 3, 3).

66

Necks with mushroom rims of which the clay is micaceous include P 25742 from

A 16 : 1 (oa. 350-325 B.C.); P 27834 from H 16 : 7 (late 4th oontury B.C.); and

many fragments of such rims of which sonw were micaceous were found in J 11 • 1
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(ca. 400-340 B.C.)- In general similar, but of nonilmioacsous clay, is the fragmentary

amphora P 6152 (lower part missing) from D 15 : 3 (oa. 375-330 B.C.).

67

One of these was in the office of the airport at Pythagoreion, where by

courtesy of the Olympic Airlines official, and with help from John Wettos, £gi i was

able to photograph it (691,10).

For a preliminary report fcn the wreok off Kyrenia, Cyprus, see Archaeology.

3^
1968, pp. 171-17i^ I am much obliged to Professor r'dchaol Katzev, the excay-

"5" permitting me\o study and record his finds in Cyprus in the fall of 1968
\

and to mention here his Type\, which may be Samian. In fact, during the 1969 season

\an intact amphora of Type Xwas raised from the wreok, a jar with mushroom rim, broad

. ^ . \Blort-topped handles of which one bord\,a stamp witn two letters, broad shoulders

(more angular and less sloping than those \f our Plate , 13), and a knob toe
\

sepamted by a finger's width of stem from theNljody, I aua obliged to Professor
\

Katzev for drawings and photographs of this amphoraXwhioh will no doubt shortly be

^ cargo 1
— / published. On the main xsadkwuis of the wrecked ship, see above, note 41,

69

I'aoo Barron, the passages he cites on his p. 7, note 53, include no praise

at all of Samian wine. As for Apuleioa, his text without emendation actually states
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For a preliminary report m. the wreck off Kyrania, OypruB, see Arohaeolor,y.

21, 1968, pp. 171-173. On the HaiQ cargo of the ship, see abore, note 41. I am

much obliged to Professor i&Lchael Katzev, the excavator, for permitting 90 to

study and record his finds in Cyprus in the fall of 1968, and to mention here his

Type X, which may be Samian.

Addendum, September 1970. The text abcjve, and the beginning of this footnote,

were written before Frofeasor KatzevU soasm <aa the tirock in the summer of 1969.

During that seasaa there was raised from the wreck an intact amphora (inv. no.212)

the top of which resembled the neck fragment of Type I frcaa the 1968 season in

that it had a mushroom rim, handles that vrere short-topped and broad in proportion

(rather than roundish in section), neck and handles awch shorter than m the aocomp-

tapering
anying early Rhodian Jars, and the neck tx|»ci±«g slightly to the shoulder (w^reas

on the Rhodian the neck spreads to the shoulder). The toe of no. 212, however,

differed noticeably from that of no. 576, the 1968 toe fragment belonging to Type

X. Tops end toe of Type X amoos the first-season finds could readily be isolated

as belonging together by their distinct clay, which had ®aoh fine mica and on

fresh breaks showed grey unevenly in layers, reminding ne ef the Senaki handles

1 had seen that bore duplicates of tl» Heviaras stamps. Ho. 576 has a carefully

Blade knob which widens from Its short stem to a sharp edge, and is bevelleu steeply

be|ow this edge. The knob of no. 212 is aiaeh simpler and flatter.



(Samiftn atiphoras, f03tnot« 68 rsvisod, Jind page)

lion studies of the assembled material in the sura^^er of 1970 hare finally

given the excavators joining fragments to supply the whole profile of their Typo

X, from mushroom rim to bevelled Icnob toe (inv. nos. 380 plus 150), It has

become clear that no, 212 la a separate shape, in body as well as in toe; the

shoulder is narrower, more angular, and le&s sloping than that of Katzov'e Type x

as now oomplote in his restored jar; or than that of our PI, , 13, Professor

amphora
Katzev assigns the name of Type XI to the shape of his no, 212; this has

on top of one handle a stamp containing two large letters. There were no other

exaiapl«« of Type XI In the wreok,

I am obliged to Professor Katsev for photographs and a drawing of no, 212,

a drawing of no. 576 (as vwll as of others of the earlier finds), and a photograph

of the new repaired amphora nos, 580 plus 130, all sooa to be published by him,

Xmphoras of the late 4th to early 3rd centuries B,C» with saashroom rim still

need study before they sen be sorted out oonvinoingly. ?fe need further da^ on

the clay, not properly obtainable from an intact jar such as Xatsev no, 212, The

classifioebioa problem is evident in Zeest's Typo 32, "Soldkha I," see l»r voltMse

cited in our note 4S above, pis, XiV (end), XV, and the first item of XVI, with

her tent pp* 91-98. Ho place of produotion is suggested by the author for the

jars ineluded in her Type S2, end in fatrfe possibly they show too much variation



(Samian anphoras, footnote 60 rsirised, Srd page) j.l'h

to b« groupod aa ana typa, without at least soa# internal sojrting, perhaps by date,

For itataeT'e Typos X end XI» although these are two diatinot shapes, it soeuta

possible that both are Samian, or ooimocted with Sanos, given the political history

of the Samians in the let® 4th century; modifications in the shape of an official

container may have been decreed by new administratiraas, for instance to distinguish

changes in standard; of, Delos 27, pp, 27^ and 35i>-SbO for such a procedure in

Chios, For the two-letter stamp of Type il, of, Zeeet's pi, 117, 32a (of her

preserved
Solokha Typo l), the top of a Bsushroom-rimniod Jar having on its yraaixIfiiA handle

a stamp with the monogram eta-rho; on parallels to this stamp type, see below, in.

the catalogue under no. 77.
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that nobody scratches .the ground to plant Tines in Ssimos, Cf, the Bude edition

(1924), where P. Valetti remarks (p. xiv, note 1) that this information surprised

some critics, who corrected the text to make it say the contrary. STen as emended,

this passage does not amount to praise of Samian wine.

We are indebted to ^r. Barren (again his p.7) for dispelling a former interpreta

tion of the olive branch on the coins as being a symbol of submission to Athens. His

study of the coins provos that their chronology does not allow this explanation.

For praise of ,Samian wine before Byron, note that in 1702 the French traveller
j, P. de Toumefort drank in Samos a very good sweet wine being made there on order
xiMX for French merchants in Smynm; whereas in 1610 the Englishman Sandys had found
the vine quite lacking on the island. References for the travellers and a selection of
their accounts are given by E. Papademetriou in the fine picture book 2<Sp.o<; edited
by her and published by the Institut Franqais d'Athones in 1959 (with texts also by
N. M. Kondoleon and Ph. Kondoglou), pp. 22-26.

Pgaeer kindly p»fiewlnn fviMaiBhed-im
*Apxoi ov aaiitm —flthims 1947j-fp^ i

70

Anakraon, Fr. 98 Page* Persians, 882j Antiphanes or Alexis, Athen.,

66, ff. The references are assembled by Barron, p. 7, notes 50-52.

71
Plutarch, Life of Solon. 24.

72
iierodotos VI, 95; ibid., 115,

75 -
I.G.I® 65. See P. Jaoobsthal, A.J.A.. XLVII, ld43, p. 308, with referenoas.

For lllustrationa of the relief, see A. Haas, Klio, 28, 1935, pi, 1 (opposite p, 33)j
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B. D. Rleritt, Doouments on AtheniaiATributQ, Hanrard, 1937, p. 4, fig. 1, Jacobs-

thai and several other scholars identify ny "upended amphoras" as money-bags. Hess

jop. oit., p« 27) calls them pieces of broken amphoras with their knobbed tips upward.

It was Daniel Geagan, now professor at Dartmouth, who suggested to me that the artist

was trying to show inverted amphoras as behihd another pot that lies below, JThether

broken or merely inverted, the significance wojrld be the same. Hess, in the article

cited, lists much evidence on the use of pottery jars for the transport of money,

I am obliged to Lucy Talcott for calling my attention to this relief some years

ago, and for giving me references to it.

74

See !.!, Lang and M. Crosby, The Athenian Agora, X, heights. Measures and Tokens.

Princeton, 1964, pp. 62-63, LM 21-27, cf. pi. 18, noting hare that the same types

appear on dry measures also. Since the publication of this volume, two good now

impressions of the Athena head of IM 25—27 have been found on handles from a 4th

century context (Agora P 27568-9), In these better-preserved examples, it is clear

that a special blob of fine clay has been placed on top of the handle to take the

impression of the die (noticed by Lucas ^enaki). The added blob of clay is also

noticeable on SS 14675, a recently catalogued handle bearing the double-bodied owl

type, of. M. bang, op.oit.. ut 21-24 (no useful context for GS 14675), Of, Herod-

otoB, II» 58, for reference to exripavTprba, ^ut this was used to set a seal
on papyroB wrappings, wheweas on the Athenian jars it was fired with the jar.
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75

Lang and Crosby, 0£. oit., pi. 18, LM 28, of. Miss lang's text, pp. 60-61,

63. The engraving is finer than can bo seen in a photograph, and deeper than in

the die of the coin type. Notice in the photograph that although the impression

is deep in the upper part, it has not been deep enough to take the detail of helmet

or faoe, which retain the grain of the surface of the handle.

76

Plato, according to Plutarch, Life of Solon, 2.

77

I am obliged to Professor Emery for permission to mention the amphora

of 1965-1968

fragments (probably not all of the same class) found in his excavations^under the

auspices of the Egypt Exploration Society. In a call at the excavations in April

1967, X had a glimpse of the pieces which had by then bean found, by the kindness

of fl. Smith of the staff; and dra.'iings, sotsb rubbings of stamps, and some notes,

were later sent to me by G, T. Martin and K. J. Frazer, also of the Expedition.

859

The Sakkara eta-rho monograms resemble two found on Samos, I 580 and I SfiS. A

stamp with monogi*m eta-rho, but retrograde, appears on handles at the Agora,

inoludix»6 o®® 14680) fully preserved with both attachments, which apparently

iraex comes from a Samian amphora with mushroom rim (rim not preserved, but the handle

is broad, very short-topped, and of highly mioaooous reddish olay)|._ llilii heillHi
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ti]iwidH>fe«iefliKfat'grf. Further study among unclassified

handles stamped with monograms or abbreviations will no doubt identify further Samian

of this period.

78

C. C. M|iKX$ Edgar, Zenon Papyri, I (Catalogue general dee antiquites

Sgyptiennes du Musee de Caire), Cairo, 1925, no. 59015^. For a more detailed account,

see the same author in Annales du Service des Antiquites, XXIII, 1923 , pp. 86-95,

The words used for the jars are HepdEp,ta huiH^Sta. Neither oil as the

cargo nor Alexandria as the port is actually mentioned in the papyrus, but the
i

I
Customs* valuation and duties paid apparently leave no doubt that the contents of the ^

(

jars were oil, while various considerations make the identification of the port

very probable: see Edgar's remarks in Annales XXIII, pp. 86-88. For a more recent

comment on the papyrus, see for instance L. Casson in Studi in Onore di Aristlde

Cnlderinl e Roberto Paribeni, I, Milano-Varesi, 1956, p. 236.

For hemikadia, see the Interesting discucsion, with bibliography, by D. A.

xlesperia, XXVII, 1958, pp. 186-190,
Amyxand related words. However, the word is Semitic in origin: of.

Emilia liasson, Reoherohes sur las plus anciens emprunts Semitiques en Gree, Paris,

1967, pp. 42-44 on kados. The Greek word evidently followed the Hebrew kad as a

general term for a carrier for fluids. "Most frequently Lkados] occurs as a vase

ed to store and transport wine" (Amyx, p. 186, with references)! and Mme. Massonus
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(p. 44) oitss the Ugaritic bd, a jar or measure specially for viine or oil. The

Greeks apparently used the borrowed term interchangeably with koramion, as in our

papyrus, and of. Athenaios, XI, 47Sa; or with amphora, of, Pollux, X, 71, quoted

by Amyx in his note S, p.186, Any kind of container-amphora might serve from time

to time for drawing water, and excavators often find them ajt the bottoms of ancient

wells. So it is not surprising that there is ancient reference for such use (see

Amyx*s note 4, and add now Menander, Dyskolos, 190 and 576)j and such reference

should not persuade us that the principal function of the kados was as a pail. Nor

need we look to identify with the word too specific an ancient shape, unless in

special context. Whether kados or koramion or amphora, ordiaarily the term is general

for a container-jar, needing a defining adjective (Such as "Samian") to identify

the particular style. '

79

Life of Perikies. 26. The suggestion ttet the prow stamps may have been Samian

was made to mo 20 or more years ego in the museum of the American Kumismatio Society

in New York, I think by 3EBBXX3E5»XI the late Sydney P. Noe. There is actually

another state whose coinage commonly bore the prow of a galley, and that is Phaselis

on the east coast of Lyoia, Its geographical poeition would make natural the import

to Egypt of products of Phaselis; but stamped handles found in the Black Sea area

"•If
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would seem more likely to be from t>amos than from oasteni Lycia. Reference to the

prow types of Phaselis were passed on to me in 1955 by Mr. Lucas ^enaki.

For previous published mention of the prow tftfrnx class of stamps, see Grace 1960,

p. 475, with references in note 5. The Haviaras amphora is mentioned.

80

Of. M. Bbert, Praehist.Zeitschrift, V, 1913, pp. 30-31, with fig. 34, no.

1 Qa. This object is stamped on the neck. Its producing center was perhaps

Herakleia Pontica.

81
I 933, from the Heraion, exact provenance not knownj the name has not been /

read, 0° inventory numbers in I, see above, note 25,

150 29

Of a total of known examples, 51 have been found in Alexandria; SS more

in Bgypt
(in Naukrati8,/ohiefly/J,and in Toll Fara'in in the ^elta, or, of unknown but presum

ably Egyptian provenance, now stored in the JOHBMHHWK Cairo Museum); 23 in the

Black Sea area; 8 in Athens (of the |K 3 in the National Museum, the source is not

strictly known, but 5 are from the Agora excavations); 7 in Syme (probably collected

[4 in Salj^s, Cyprus (recent finds); smd 2^] (23
elsewhere);yi^^ varies other places, for/:ei of which the provonanoe is unknown

Naukratis

(most of these are in the British Museum), The SMtigpetts examples are largely in the

British Museum. The 35 handles formerly in the Benaki residence in Alexandria have

now been installed in the Has^e Gr^co-Romain in that city.
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82

The name is in the stamps and in the coins^ See Barron.

pp. 236-237, for a list of names appearing on the coins. The following names are

known in the prow stamps;

'Ahti(

'a^VXe^^lxppOToq

'AXe^t(vo<;)

ftnroXAfcuvt'sCa^) l^vi,

'ApicfTocpcDV . • f:

*ApxEHp(5(TTi<;)

'Apxeviax(o?)

Awpiyevn^ vr- .j •• k*' .*• ,

*Ef;(fHecrTo?

•-T7 'A -91

' AptaTc55a]ioq k'uj. €i|5. sn r\

KXeav6[

MeycX {lav
KAtavJp;5«s^ K>iav^p<P3

Moaxt'u^v 1/ p I
Km I b.

HacrtHpdfCrri^)

nauo" i'p.a (xoq)

SOXJI Hp(!f(TT^<;) *1

tpoxiXC

<l»ai vohXti*;

(3>tXTvo^ ^ r

(3>tX^(?KO^

(StXOHpcJTTlg ^

^4>tX(ovf (6ti^)

. Alt. ^
-

i." i'<v •
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65

Se« Tarsus I, p. 147, and fig. 118, no. 95; tho cormiant on this stamp gives

soma reforences for published examples of the class. The Agora example that has good

context is 3S 667 frcm the Middle Stoa Building fill; on this fill, see recent notes

in .Delos 27 (see its index, pp. 382, and 381); the end date of the stamped handles

seoms to fall in the second decade of the 2nd century, but the fill contains also

much earlier material. As it happens, no name has been restored in either of these

I
t-HO dated examples.

• H

See now tlelos 27, pp. 359-360.,

!>
7,

85

For a labelled Attic 2-choe measure, see S. Young, "An Athenian Clepsydra,"

iiesperia, VIII, 1939, especially pp. 278-280.

86

SS 4568, Attic (?) amphora of the third quarter of the 4th century (from

Agora cistern D 15 : 3) with monogram stamp on one handle; ht. 0.73, diam. 0.457, Mcpu

capacity 45,250 oc.; see Amphoras, fig. 42, right. SS 8214, Koan amphora of the

first half of the 2nd century (from Agora well G 5 j 3) stamped C*A](Jh\t]( on one

handla; ht., 0.785, diam. 0.45, capacity 45,050 cc.; see iiesperia. Suppl. VIii,

pi. 19» 8 (amphora) and pi. 20, 10 (stamp); reading of the stamp, ibid., p. 188,

is to be corrected, and the capacity figure there given has also been somewhat



17,IX»70, r9p9Rt«d
fram 8*7111,70

h(0(^

At tii» ead of not« 85 of "Sa»ian Anj^horaa*"* please add -feh® following s

Addandunt, In Bhodoa in June, 1970, after thia article had been turned in

to the editor, I ma able to study some amphora fragmnts found in the Pipiaou lot

of the Eiodem city in late 19B8, in a closed deposit with two redfigurad kraters.

Included in the group, which apparently mast date in the eeocmd half of the 4th

century B,C,, was a Samlaa (?) handle (UZ 811) bearing a duplicate of the stamp of

SS 10912 mentioned above, note 22; and 4 Sawian (?) fragments MZ 505-508) with

prow types, having the namee Mouxfojv, ^cjKriKp<f(TTj^)o The

new find add* 200 per cent to the number of stamped fragments of the prow class

known from Rhodes (there were only 2 before), without requiring alteration in the

general statemsnt above that the class lias been found largely in jSgypt (80 examples)

and in the Black Sea area (23), It indicates that earn at least of the prow series

farther

ftfW datable in the 4th century. It ftxtksx add# to our knosrtedge of shapes Of the

prow-a1»*ped amphorae, sinoe fltoile MI 606 (with stamp of j

shallow rol Jed rim not very dirferent from the rim of the Jar in Pi* , 18, en the

f'oox^'flev
other hand Ml 806 (with stas^ of ) hae a heavy wuehroom rim, more like

that of fl« ,13, The mnshrooaa rim has been shown above to be obaraoteristio of

Samian in the 4th oentery, but also of sens ether classes at this time,

I lus greatly obliged te Pr, 0* SConstaatlnopoules, Miss 1, lervoudakis, ei^



-2. i-iorIrfvh.

MisB Arohcntiaaw# for pwrsdtting sueid faoiiit&tijag 0tudi«8 of this and otlwr

mterial ifi Shodss. Of ths oloeod deposit in the Plpiaou lot. Miss ArohQQtldoyi

ms ths sxoavator, "shils Miss Zsrvoud&kl Tdll publish the redflgursd kratsFt*

0^

, -r, • y

". y'

Vv.; •
v--.' , K V

• i"; : . • , >

• I [fi Iiiiiiifcii iMSt—ilitiii I iiiiii •satBT. ie«ifc»h.ir
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revised; see also Amphoras, fig. 56, second jar from the left. The third Agora jar

of large capacity that has been measured is P 6795, of Korinthian type but datable

about 100 B.C. (from Agora cistern C 9 ; 7, on which see now Delos 27, p. 332, under

E 88) and is without stamp; ht, 0,78, diam, 0,443, capacity 44,980 cc,; for a simi

lar jar (but with nock and handles shorter in proportion) from the same deposit, see

Amphorae, fig, 38, third jar from loft. The capacities of the first two amphoras were

taken with viheat, in 1939; the figures given are the result of a recalculation,

slightly higher than as first arrived at. The third capacity was taken with barley in

1954, and I owe the figure to Professor la, Lang, Note that the average capacity of

these three jars is about the same as that of the two-bath Israelite amphora of the

7th centurjr B.C., of, S.S, Weinberg, ed,. The Aegean and the Near East. Studies

presented to Hatty Goldman, Locust Valley, 1956, pp. 106-107, under no. 13, and cf,

ibid,, pp. 84-85.

87

Mot inventoried; VG itesfcgxxpk photograph no. 278,33. Full-bellied jar with

or knobinuahrooitt rim* nook sproadlng to a rathor stooply sloping shouldar^ and a hoaTy ring
A

toe with a finger-witth concave stem (like that of Katzev's jar, see note 68, but the

upper part of the jars are different), dt, 0,80, diam, including marine deposit 0,46,

ht. of handles ca. 0.23, capacity (water) oa. 52 , 875 co, A break in the toe (later
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repaired) shoised reddish baff olay red at core, 1 am grateful to Mr. and Mrs. Karouzos

for permitting and facilitating our studies in 1954 of this and other amphoras in the

Museum.

'J'J •

' 8 8
p 14179 comes from Agora well 0 20 ; 3. Ht, 0.76, diam. 0,44, ht, of handles

Repaired

ca. 0.22. Clay orange-bufff micaceous. and some^^hat filled out in plaster;

complete with toe. Note the full height of this amphora is slightly less than that

Haviaras amphora without its toe, but the shoulder of P 14179 is higher

as well as wider than that of the other, and the lower body has a full curve, all

features that would give added capacity. The rim of P 14179 is a smaller roll than

that on the Haviaras jar, and the handles swing out below to the wider shoulder.
jar has been cited in an attempt to guess at the shape of amphoras of the Zenon'croup
of v/Mch the handles swing out similarly, cf. ilesperia, XKXIl. 1963, p.,.33L. note

Taking a capacity measurement of a restoTBrtBrntimdra, os^oiaily df a'VoP^ far^e

one, is difficult and haver very satisfactory.

89

See A. Michaelis, "The uetrological Relief at Oxford," J.H.S., 4, 1883, pp.

855-350, on a relief of pedinental shape which shows the head (right) and shoulders

engraved

of a man, and his arms out straight on either side, and above one arm, engarvef in

the field, the dinderside of a foot, ^f. E. S. G. Robinson in Ilesperia, Suppl. 7Hi,

1949, p* 338, note 10, from which I take the words quoted above; as the date of the

relief l8 oallad just before 450 B.C., Robinson tentatively associates the addition
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of a foot of Attio length with the Vloights, fiioasures and Coinage deorao of 449 B.C.

Hichaelia (p. 339) cites a passage in Harodotoa (2, 168) "in which he affirms that

the iDgyptian fathom is equal to the Samian fathom. Doerpfeld was right in interpret

ing the words of tha historian as referring to the great or royal ell Lrather than

the smaller Egyptian onej." The Oxford relief has been illustrated recently by

D. E. Haynes in Archaeology. 21, 1968, p. 209 (as one of the Arundel marbles)} and

by J, Boai-dman in J. Boardman, J. Dttrig, rt. Fuchs, and M. Hiriwr, The Art and Archi

tecture of Ancient Greece, London, 1967, fig. 42, above; of, text, p. 12. Boardman

dates the relief mid 5th ceutury; Haynes, with Michaelis, puts it in the previous

decade. Note that a joining fragment at the right end of the relief as shown in

A® fotoEraph (hi. pi. mv) 1. miaaing to the t,„ r.o,nt ul„,tr.ti;Il?
•a Mr. Boardhim ha. inf=.r»d « (15.71.70) that th. rr.p»nt"«. ..tually . r..tor.

^"atian. ' ' ' •• "d: ''hPL-i

mul* tHt itt iim ««•« (wiiy for llnMr iMieurw>6 a«l in Vnj>

Whty t*/ velwwie, fpr a tUSinstti. J i ap.w. «uu«r>> uii VUW Ax» I/IO—V/Haaij

xwfgMwniktyxx standards relationship, apparently first hypothesized by M. Lang in

1966, see now Delos 27. pp. 359-360,

It should be stated that Professor W. B. Diusmoor considers that the seoond

standard implied by the foot whloh is a seventh of the length of the "embodied fathom"
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of a ioot of Attio length with the i^eights. Measures and Coinage decree of 449 B.C.

Hichaelia (p. 339) cites a passage in Herodotos (2, 168) "in which he affirms that

the iigyptian fathom is equal to the Samian fathom. Doerpfeld was right in interpret

ing the words of the historian as referring to the great or royal ell Lrather than

the smaller Egyptian onej." The Oxford relief has been illustrated recently by

D. S. Haynes in Archaeology. 21, 19B8, p. 209 (as one of the Arundel marbles); and

by J, Boardman in J. Boardiiffl.n, J. Dftrig, lY. Fuchs, and M. Hirmer, The Art and Archi-

tecture of Ancient Greece, London. 1967, fig. 42. above; of. text, p. 12. Boardman

dates the x-olief mid 5th century; Haynes, with Miohaelis, puts it in the previous

decade. Koto that a joining fragment at the right end of the relief as shovm in

Jliohaelis' photograph (his pi. x;aC7) is missing in the two recent illustrations.

'•'(
To the hypothetical 7 to 6 relationship between Attic and Samian standards,

compare the 7 to 8 relationship between Attic and Chian standards, although these

e.

rjtlationships would be attested in the one case only for linear measures and in the

other only for weight and volume. For a summary with references on the Attic-Chian

xa#X*inKah±ipxx standards relationship, apparently first hypothesised by M. Lang Iq

1956, see now Delos 27. pp. 359-360,

It should be stated that Professor W. B. Dinamoor considers that the second

standard implied by the foot which is a seventh of the length of the "embodied fathom"



<»ls pi. XXIf) i. in th, fc,„ r.0,nt llluBtrati™..
jl' — —— WJ..^O f

% Mr. Boardn^. ha. iafo™d m (1S.7I.70) that th. frag^nt actually ,
rofitor-

aticaa.
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cannot be Attic, because the engraved foot is too short. He has another interpret

ation, to appear in a new edition of his Architecture of Ancient Greece, now in

preparation. See his paper, "The Basis of Greek Temple Design: Asia minor, Greece,

Italy," Atti del Settimo Congresso Internationale di Archeologia Classica, I,

Eona, 1961, pp. 555-368, for identification of the lengths of various foot units

employed in ancient Greek and Roman buildings. The paper includes (pp. 363;-362)

discussion of the relation of linear measures to those of capacity and weight.

•• -J
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-:5iigB^ ^ftgafaste^ teccsBlB^ iniin. hEB^LadtKer^i!Pte»^a»%~

6^ga•l!^jbjb^a•tl^^^^^» afif ^wetoMfewapB'i
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90

Published in the TlpdoSoq of April 21, 1876, see Rev. Aroh., XXXII, 1876,

pp. 295 ff.; of. commentary on I.G.XII, 3, 83, The collector cannot have been more

35
than about at that time, XH since he lived until 1922, It is stated in Rev, Arch,,

loo,

isjpe. Sit., that Haviaras' 3 Rhodian amphoras brought up to 8 the total then knoYm,

Dumont's fig, 1, p* 13, is fully misleading as to the Rhodian shape; see The Anti-

kythera Shipwreck Reconsidered, Transactions of the American PhiloBophical Gocietv,

I55, 1965, p, 5, note 2 (but correct the place of publication of Dumont's book to Paris)

For one more glimpse of our original collector, see A. Maiuri, ^jt.in note 25

above, p, 245; "Questa oaratteristica olasse di anfore, a maniol bifidi mi venne

gia segnalata da i^emostone Ghaviaras, il beneaerito studioso di Siud e della Perea

rodia, Che possiede da tempo nella sua rioohissima oollesione anforaria, numerosi

bolli di anfore a manici bifida/, e grazie al £1 oui interessamento, il l^ueeo di ,i

Eodi pote venire in possesso di tre esemplari interi di anfore del genere, tratte

dalle acque del golfo di Simi dagli arditi pesoatori di spugne di quell'isola."
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Sacred Spring. Coins

Charles K. Williams ii and Joan E. Fisher: Corinth 1970: Forum Area
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Samian Stamped Handles, all found in Samos (1:1)

Virginia R. Grace; Samian Amphoras
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Samian Handles with Ring-impressions, all found in Samos. 1:1 unless otherwise marked.

Virginia R. Grace: Samian Amphoras
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Samian (?) Shapes, early 6th to 3rd Century B.C. Jars at 1:10.

Virginia R. Grace: Samian Amphoras
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